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Man arrested for 
sexual battery 
BY KAUIGH HUB 
news tnttf 
Wilbur   Alton   Comer,   ■   60 year old   resident   of 
Harrisonburg, was arrested MIHULIY on charges ol M xual bat- 
tery, abduction and kidnapping a female J Ml' student 
Rockingham County Snerrlffs Deptitmenl Bpokeswomtn 
Sgt. Felicia Glick said the poUoo us. d information and I 
description from the victim to identify the suspect 
"Once we identified (he suspect tftfatilMJ the 
casodctcrmim i it evidence to place charges 
against Comer." GUck said 
Oh the evening of Wedncsdn I Id   V) me victim accepted a 
ride home from class III Memorial Hall bom i man m i white 
jeep. She describetl the suspect to the poUce U I white male. 
short and heavy-set with medium-length white hair and an 
"abnormal" eye. 
The victim said the man was someone she bad known end 
accepted rides from before, according to i tiunh notification 
from campus police 
Instead of driving toward the victim's home, the man drove 
south, into a rural area of Rockingham Count) Deal Swopc 
Road located near the town of Dayton, The man reportedly 
committed several acts <>t sexual batter) before the victim 
escaped from the slow moving vl 
Comer is being held without  IMHKI  at  the  Rockingham 
County Regional Jail, lie will go foi i preliminary hearing and 
judge will determine when the case will DC heard 
Centennial tours 
debut despite rain 
BY ASHTON SMITH 
contributing wtittr 
.IMC Student Anil*issao\*snn'putting a IK'U twist >m *pook\ 
tours. 
"VirginiaTech Student AinUissadors conduct a haunted tour' 
eatli tall toi  their students and rommiiiiit)  lucmbefS, in which 
they divulge the blunted baton oi Pecb/ mM Brooke MeQde, 
Student Ambassadors tour n-mliiijtoi 1 thouglil this would be 
a great thing to do something similar lor Madison H campus." 
However, after some research. Meikle tame to find that .IMC 
doesn't have a very strong hauntn I hisioiv rlowever, --li'-didn't let 
that discourage her from giving up on the id<  i 
"Ambassadors still wanted to put OO B Ug event that all mem- 
bers of the JMU and Harrisnnhurg'-omnium!i'eoouldl n i 
said. "In one of nn meetmpwImbVadinlarioneoflbor^onaofonf 
advisers brought up the idea of doing .1 Centennial Tom 
The tent.nnial lour Is | historical look itJMlTs l-'ginnings. 
according to Meikle. Ina tour focuses on the Quad irea 
pus, with stories about (he huildings. students, CUUBWOOmB, BOCU 
life and alumni stories 
The idea itvll de\.lM|».d into mohth.tn thehiaton ofthecam- 
pusand student lite, expanding to include atorka from .ilumni. 
"We haveold ladies ,md men UMI fromthi   [08,  i"s    ' 
every spring," Meikle said "You wouldnl bapevethc scandal- 
With every good "scandal" mere out be nuun IntenpretanonSi 
MeikleKiklth.it then- will "also !-■ n anaonu uts from Ufflltlf'f 
oftlx1 Stratford I'lawrs and thclmpn>\ iMMip. acting out dihVreni 
roles, such as a house mother. 
The Student Ambuss, id., i- wen I ndted to fou in on thee, w 
tennial celebration. 
"Being a big spirit force .it  IM I'   \mlMssudors Hants to get 
invoked with the Centennial ceamration se much as poaane." 
Meikle slid "\\1i.it ItettSfl ui\ than giving S lOUl. \H- t all. thai is 
what we an-most known tot 
Student Ambassador I'n-sidcnt I >.ui Hoxei said the 
Ambassadors an* thrilled lobe involved 
"It's an honor for the Student  Ambassadors  to have the 
opportunity to Ix-the ones that <au help tell the too year tale/ he 
said-"Alot lias g<me into the planning, and I hoj-. in nut students 
really take advantage of this turn in JMlTs history, come OD the 
tour, ask questions, and learn rnuivaliout Madison's roots." 
Student Body President Lee brooks thought tlie eentenni.t! 
tour was a good idea as well. 
"I think the tour shows uhat ftp, students do beat, coming 
Ufslliss to celebrate," Student n--K Pieatueul Lac Brooks ana 
"TV Centennial is about celebration and I can think ot no letter 
way than to have eaanjetk Ambassadors educating students on 
the history of the school, and maybe finding "tit some new staff 
along the way." 
The first tours were \estenla\ from | pin. to '. p m 00 the 
Quad. The tour started at Maurv Hall and ended ai Wilson Hall. 
JuniorsTara Rife and Krik Km/ participated in the torn 
"Going on a tour like this yon can see how the ftimpa bas 
gniwn and set* the reflection nl the histon and led rnoreol B COD 
nection to the uni\>i-at\.   Kill ssid 
Ruiz said he lelt ctoaa to the school. 
"(ioingon this tour. I ssd moreol to the alumni, 
es|xvially going lot lass wherethev USed lOsleep,1  Km/ said. 
Meikk'sakithatevenihtnigh\esteida\ was gray and nun she 
was pleased with the first tew tours 
There have onl> bean s couple ol s/oupe, IMII we had lots of 
strnk-nts come up ami ask sbou) it.   she s.ml 
The Stiulent Ambassadors prciKiivcl for a big turnout, uith 
over 50 lour prides read) to lake the public mi the t eutemii.ti 
tour. 
"I km- the idea ol lieing a ke\ tailoi in the decision making 
[pnicess] of a prospective stiulent ,LS wal as being th< p saon toi 
bringing hack memories to alumni during altimm lours." said 
senior Philip CUITOII. a Centennial lour gukh 
Meikle Siikt the Ambassadors :»v eonsidering doing another 
tour. 
"We an- hoping to do a tOUf in tin- spring toi Madison week 
and realh get a It it tit |>copl<    i >]» ei illv alumi |tocoiiir| she add 
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JMU students gathered on the commons midahernoon Tuesday, some holding signs, in response to a preoaSer from Consuming fire Campus Ministry JMU student Alex 
Martin, not pictured, was arrested after a physical confrontation with preacher Mart Bourgauh. 
FLASHPOINT 
BY KELLY CONNIff 
senior writer 
TEMPERS FLARED yesterday on campus 
after a physical confrontation occurred 
between a visiting street preacher and a 
JMU student. 
JMU student Alex Martin was arrested 
and charged with assault and battery 
after she allegedly shoved self-proclaimed preacher Matt 
Itourgault of Consuming Fire Campus Ministry. 
Witnesses report that tensions between the crowd and 
Itourgault reached a fever pitch after he spoke about a 
number of sensiti\e subjects, including Hurricane Katrina, 
religion and q/li. 
"I felt like he was egging people on, and he was upset- 
ting the crowd." said freshman Matt Smith. "He wm gen- 
eralizing JMU students as a whole, pointing at people and 
■tying negative things like'whore.'" 
Itourgault is no stranger to JMU's campus, and has 
preached on the commons, which is an area designated on 
campus as a free speech zone, several times before. 
"I've been to JMU before and it's a great place to come 
and preach," said Bourgault. "I always find opportunities 
for good discourse here." 
Bourgault notified JMU Events and Conferences about 
his presence on campus after spending Monday preaching 
on the commons. 
"TTiey showed up yesterday to preach," said Joe Urgo, 
the associate director of university events and conferences. 
"They don't have (o let us know, but it's common practice 
tor speakers to tell us that they are coming." 
A large group of students gathered to hear Bourgault 
speak on Tuesday, including members of the JMU 
Freethinkers, who peacefully protested the event with signs 
against the preacher and his ideals. 
Several witnesses report that the crowd grew and emo- 
tions became heightened as the preacher, adorned with a 
sandwich board emblazoned with the words "warning!" 
and other accusations such as "liars, thieves, sodomite, 
potheads" engaged in excited discussion with several crowd 
members. 
"It was heated between a lot of people, and people were 
getting very emotional." said senior Brian I vnan "He was 
having separate exchanges with different people and mak- 
ing a lot of inflammatory comments." 
During the exchanges, junior Alex Martin became pro- 
gressively upset and approached JMU police officer Larry 
Resson with her concerns about the increasingly incensed 
crowd. 
"I asked a police officer why this person was allowed to 
be here, especially with what he was saying." said Martin. 
At this point. Martin said, "Officer Resson replied with. 
'He can say what he wants. If I call you a whore, it doesn't 
mean you are one. I don't know you and I don't know if 
you are. but 1 could call you one.'" 
Martin says that she immediately walked away from the 
police officer and became continually more upset as she 
listened to Bourgault. "As I walked back, the preacher was 
continuing to say horribly negative things." said Martin. "I 
got caught up in the heat of the moment and in my emo- 
tion 1 pushed him." 
Witness Tynan corroborates Martin's account of the 
incident: 
see PIOUST, sese 6 
Authors tackle homeland security 
BY MARY FRANCES CZ«SIY 
senioc ■rrftr 
A rWHOnM  ■ >ilrt*|nsb 
Authors lock Wheeler, Kenneth F Kewbold ond John B Moftsinjec signed copies ol their book 
Saturday ol lames ond Noble. Their next signing is Friday ot 3 p.m. at the JMU bookstore 
Halfwa) through Saturday's book signing, the trio of 
authors hadn't uncapped their Sharpie markers to etch a 
signature on the inside cover of their book. Understanding 
Homeland Security: Policy, Perspectives and Paradoxes. 
But the competition wasn't doing much better. 
"At least that guy isn't selling any either." said author John 
Noftsinger Jr., laughing as he looked at the rival author's table 
across the threshold of Barnes and Noble. 
The book is the first collaborative effort of Noftsinger and 
his former students-turned-colleagues, Jack Wheeler and 
Kenneth Newbold, Jr.. Designed primarily as a textbook, the 
232-page work examines U.S. homeland security in histori- 
cal, philosophical, psychological, technological and political 
contexts. 
"It's a textbook, but we wanted to also aim at the gen- 
eral reader interested in homeland security, government, 
political science who just wants a general understanding," 
said Newbold. 
With topics including 9/11, Hurricane Katrina and FEMA's 
response, terrorism and the Patriot Act. the authors used what 
see BOOK, pope S 
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China Express 
CHINESE! 
The Best Value Combo 
Dishes come with 
vegetable Lo Main 
Spring Roll 
8 Ox Plain Fried Rice 
and choice of soup 
Wonton.Egg Drop, or Hot and Sour 
SC1 Chicken Broccoli 
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken   Only 
SC17 Beef wrth Broccoli 
SC23 General Tso's Chicken 
SC24Seasame Chicken 
SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken 
Menu & Map found on 
GoLookOn.com 
Chinese Restaurant 
1031 Port Republic Road 
next to Food Lion 
Free Delivery 
Late Night 
$10.00 Minimum - Limited Area (540) 568- 9899 
£c. 95      Sun-Thu until 1 am 
&Fn- Sat until 2 am 
Monthly Specials 
FREE Cheese Wonton (6) 
w/ the Purchase of 2 Super Combos 
or a Purchase $15 or more 
must mention the ad when onjennc J&L|~$CEQ3 
TrV mir fhpf toviak ^7 4^      lMr»ed "ilti Plai" Fried or Stea-neo Ricel iry our i_nei specials )/.n    tc-.h0. chicken lemon ch.c.cn   Amaz no Chtc»ei 
J7VC27 Style 
I ).i> Spa cV Salon 
rdai t 
Think you 
got what it 
takes? 
540-5740808 
Food lion Shopping I awu 
1037 Fort RfpubVc Rood 
hUrrltoobuff,VA 22101 1 
' 1 
Be the new foce 
ofN.Y.Stylel 
Submit /our photo & bio 
to N.Y. Style for a chance 
to be chosen! 
Winners recieve a free 
haircut and color or 
haircut and massage. 
•ConlodNY Slyl* lor mor» dotoHi 
Dr. E.D. Hirsch 
Coming to JMU 
Oct. 29 & 30,2007 
Author of Cultural Literacy, The Schools 
We Need and Why We Don't Have Them, 
and The Knowledge Deficit, Dr. Hirsch is 
a leading figure in contemporary- 
practice in American education. 
Visiting Scholar Address: 
"The Two Achievement Gaps and 
How to Narrow Them" 
HHS 1302 - Oct. 29 - 7 PM 
0 and A Session with 
JMU Students 
Memorial Hall Forum - Oct. 30-10:30 
"If we did what E.D. Hirsch said, and made sure 
that all students, regardless of race, income, or 
neighborhood, were exposed to a rich, 
challenging, sequenced curriculum in 
important subjects, schools could make a 
much bigger difference than they already do." 
— Ed McElroy, president, 
American Federation of Teachers 
More information on 
E.D. Hirsch's visit is 
available at the College 
of Education Homepage: 
http://welcome.coe.jmu.edu/ 
Editor: Ashley Hopkins 
Editor: Kaleigh Maher 
Assistant Editor: Chloe Jeon Park 
breezenews@thebreeze.org 
(540) 568-8041 
iUablas Espanol? 
Dual enrichment programs at local elementary 
schools start teaching students Spanish earlier 
BY ASHTOM SMITH 
DMD IMMUKT/ftff |li<nn)fcii 
A new dud ennchmenl program fwchn sludenh in both Spanish 
ond [nglrdi wr* the hopes thai they'll grow mlo bilingual odurrs 
Kindergarten used lo be crayons, building blocks and nap time, but it 
looks like foreign language will soon be added to the mix. 
Under the dual enrichment program local elementary school children 
will be taught half of the day in Spanish and half of the day in English, 
with the hope that by middle school they will be bilingu.il .mil hiliterate. 
"We will only do Spanish because that is the language other than Eng- 
lish that we would have enough students to offer the program." Wanda 
Hamilton. KSL supervisor, said. "It would begin in a couple schools only 
in kindergarten, and then we would add a grade each year." 
This program is still in its pre-planning stage for this area, but dual 
enrichment has been around for almost 20 years. Schools in northern 
Virginia have already started to implement the curriculum 
"Dr. Virginia Col- 
lier and Dr. Wayne 
linn,us, research- 
ers on ESL programs 
.iiid professor emeri- 
tus from George Ma- 
son University, spent 
time in Harrison- 
burg looking at our 
programs, and they 
have found thus type 
of program for !SI. 
to be one of the tOOtH 
effective long-terms 
programs," Hamil- 
ton s.iu, 
Before the pro- 
gram is established 
in schools, teachers 
fluent in both Span- 
ish and English need 
to be hired. 
"We will need to 
use native bilingual 
tiMcluTs for these 
classrooms if at all 
possible," Hamilton 
said. 
While this pro- 
gram is in its begin- 
ning itagM, beacfcn 
are already getting 
prepared on how to 
handle these types of 
classroom situations. Dr. Solange lxipes-Murphy from the Department 
of Exceptional Education focuses on second language acquisition. 
This is the best type of program to engagr students, cognitively 
engaging, not just fill in the blanks and prepositions."' ihc I lid 
While some parents might be concerned with starting their ki<U s<> 
young, Lopes-Murphy thinks the earlier the better. 
"I think the program is wonderful based on all tin' research (I've 
seen]," she said. "We need to expose them to language, with strategic 
teaching, so it is comprehensible to them." 
Equally important is the need to educate parents on the pros of al- 
lowing their children to pick up a second language. Parents have the op- 
tion to say no, but I-opes-Murphy thinks they need to review all the facts 
before jumping to a decision. 
"We need to educate the parents and communicate the gains students 
have once they are bilingual," she said. "Windows open for them, and it 
is the responsibility of the school to communicate that to the parents 
The area is still learning about the program through the northern 
Virginia schools, which are being used as models to follow as this idea 
progresses, but Hamilton said its implementation is still a few years 
away. 
Although dual enrichment is still far off, some JMU bilingual stu- 
dents weighed in on how they feel this will benefit future up-and coming 
college students. 
"I think it is amazing, because we are becoming more integrated into 
the global community and are dependant upon each other." graduate 
student [jura Glore said. "It is necessary* to know other languages I am 
going to have a hard lime in my area because I'm not fluent in French." 
One student found out how important acquiring a second language 
was by interacting with other cultures. 
"1 think it's a great ide;i because much of the rest of the world gets 
intense language training throughout their childhood." junior Peter 
Geoghan, who is currently learning Italian, said. "It was really evident 
when I traveled through Europe and most everyone spoke very good 
Knghsli. 
With anticipation budding around the dual enrichment program, 
some think that it will benefit the children in the community 
"Research has shown the students that are bilingual show greater 
potential in the later grades. Hamilton said "Our world is so global, 
that it is an advantage for people to speak a second language." 
Speaker promotes diversity 
BY VIVIAN TON 
contributing writer 
Professor Joseph Stewart of Clemson University spoke on racial and 
ethnicdiversityinAmehi.111 politics to a full crowd on Monday night 
Stewart's topic of discussion was "Can We all Get Along? The Impact 
of Increasing Racial/Ethnic Diversity on American Politics." Stewart out- 
lined minority groups and what diversity meant in terms of politics in the 
future. 
Stewart emphasized three main points in his presentation. First, he 
mentioned that the IlKfeasing diversity in the uooo census showed an 
impact in politics, which is tied to immigration Secondly, he said that if 
mtnofttifllare DOt active In politics, they can become targets rather than ac- 
tors in the political system, l.istly, Stewart stressed the strategic questions 
to be asked as dm isit\ is im ffl .ising— should minorities join the majority 
or team up to go against the grain? 
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Relay for Life 2K8 sparks interest 
BYHOUYFOURNItR 
tontributiruj writ* 
Turnout MM high at the Madison 2K8 Relay for Life kickofT 
meeting last week, with over 100 interested students filling nearly 
every seat in the room. 
Relay for Life is a nationwide fundraiser for cancer involving 
over 3.5 million people across the country who support the Ameri- 
can Cancer Society's research for a cure. Teams of ten to fifteen 
volunteers unite to raise money for the American Cancer Society's 
research. 
Madison's relay chapter is ranked number one in its pojHilation 
bracket of universities. This year wiD be Madison's eighth annual 
relay. Relay co-chairs, seniors Amit Kakar and Alicia Romano and 
junior Lauren Seabloni, hope this year will put Madison's total earn- 
ings over cme million dollars. Since the first relay in 2001, imrversity 
partiripanls have raised over $900,000. 
The theme <if this year's relay is "Rdaywood," with a mantra of 
"Lights, Camera, Action" to go hand-in-hand with Relay for Life's 
overall theme of "Celebrate, Remember, Fight Back" The tentative 
dates are April 5-6, from 7 p.m. until 7 am. Organizers hope to raise 
at least $200,001, a goal that surpasses last year's earnings of ap- 
proximately $160,000. 
Hxjxrienced Retry for lifers who attended the kickofT meeting 
urged others to join the cause. 
"My mom was diagnosed with thyroid cancer last tall," sophomore 
Itaniefle Weaver said. "Everyone should get un-otad; it's not a huge 
time commitment unless you want ft to be, and if s far a good cause."' 
Most, if not all, were in agreement with Weaver. 
"I did Relay tor life in high school." said sophomore Randi Dil- 
lard. who plans on being a team co-captain as well as a member of 
the Ceremonies committee. "It was a good experience in the past 
land) I liked lieing really involved." 
Others say it is the sense of unity they gained through their in- 
wrvement in past rela>s that mothated them to participate again 
this year. 
Senior Alicia Cagiwli said she was louclied fay the way relay 
brings people together. 
"It sounds a littk'era/v. but .IMC (Dim?, together for one cause; 
everyone is affected directly or indirectly (by cancer]," she said. 
Senior Stephen IVPasquale agreed that relay unites the campus, 
and he offered advice to anyone on the fence as to whether or not 
they should get involved. 
"Doit," he said. 
In past years, hmdraising teams have included eventhing from 
Grafton M< nie Nights to Jail or Bail in their efforts to raise money. 
This yvar, teams are urged to find local sponsors willing to donate 
not only money but also food, prizes and other items that wiD be 
needed the night of the relay. 
"We're going to make this the best relay yet," Kakar said. 
Relay for Lite involvement does not end at fundraising. Poten- 
tial participants can get involved as team captains, team members or 
behind the scenes as a member of one of several committees. 
Team Registration takes place online at itH-ntSAtincer.org/ 
rfijmu, and there is a $10 fee. Any questions can also be directed to 
the 'Tripod" vtxAmrsaijmurelay(ti<inunl.aim. 
DEWDR0PS DESPITE DROUGHT 
Sri Lanka peace activist receives award 
BY ANNE DRiVFUSS 
contributing minx 
twDMISITYpwS 
Leaders trying lo bring about change should include the inherent 
worth of people as part of the process, Sri lanknn peace activ- 
ist AT. Ariyaratnc told a JMU assembly as he accepted an 
award Thursday from the JMU-based International Be- 
liefs and Values Institute. 
In 1058, Ariyaratne founded Sarvodaya, a com- 
munity-based muvemcnl iaspired by Buddhist- 
Gandhian values of truth, nonviolence and self- 
sacrifice. The grassmots movement now reaches 
15.000 village! in ;(4 districts with 1,500 staff 
thnMighoirt Sri l.inka, according to sarvodaya. 
oiy. Thntughout its 47-year history, Sarvodaya 
has been a immitt'Hl to transforming Sri lanka into 
a nonviolent and peace-fid land by promoting peace, 
reconciliation and acceptance across all cultural, reli- 
gious, regional, political and economic boundaries* 
"Satisfying human needs is not enough - we 
must also satisfy human rights," Ariyaratne said. 
Ariyaratne received the Sustainable Visions 
and Values Award from the International Beliefs 
and Values Iastitute, a JMU organization that 
aims to examine and explain the ties between 
the beliefs and values of individuals, orga- 
nizatioas and governments around tile 
world. 
"S.irvt*lay.i initiative* ,uv kis.il 
u]xm the spiritual foundations of love. 
compassion and welfare and rely on 
local resources and village empow- 
(Timiit to solve community prob- 
l.'ins." IBAVI said in a statement. 
Ariyaratne encouraged people to work together to bring about 
social and spiritual change. 'Ihe purpose of development is not just 
clean water or a new road; it is die awakening of compassion, loving- 
kindness and empowerment in the hearts of devvkipment workers 
and recipients, he said. 
"Kvery morning the volunteers haw .1 'family gathering," Ari- 
yaratne said. "We promise to ourselves, T will practice loving-kind- 
ness; I shall treat everyhody here as an equal: I will not get discour- 
aged." 
Sir.ce iy«;i there has hem civil war in Sri lanka between 
the government and the Tamil Tigers, a separatist mili- 
tant organization that wants to create an independent 
state on the northern |>art of the island. 
"[Sarvodaya I empowers people by helping 
them discover the power that they already have," 
Sallie King, a JMU professor of phuosophy and 
n'ligion, said. 
In his message to JMU students, Ariyaratne 
encouraged them to bring that phiktsophy to their 
daily lives. 
"Identify a common problem and show that this 
kind of tiling is possibk'," he sakl. "Baltic the prob- 
lem without tiking any sides." 
After die event, students in a class titled "Lead- 
ership in a Diverse World" met to discuss Ari- 
yaratne s message. 
"We thought this was a great opportunity 
to meet with someone who was klcntifying real 
pmblems in a diverse world," sakl Greg Czyszc- 
zon, co-teacher of the class. 
Hagar AnuT, a J M U stiiden! fn im r^sypt, 
said she identified with Ariyaratne's 
words. 
"I liked that he stressed involve- 
ment in the community," she said. 
"Change can not come from others; 
\MMtM,minto\    it must begin within ourselves." 
Victor Gyamli, a JMU student 
from Ghana, agreed. 
"We should not rely on the government," he said. "We should 
try individually to help to make a |iositive difference in the world, 
to make the world a better place." 
i__ Former comedian speaks 
Xy-i on sexual assault 
SJJ        Dr. Chris Kilmortin, 0 pro 
~ lessen from Ihe University of 
;3 Moiy Washington ond former 
z stand-up  comedian,   will  be 
O presenting 0  program  about 
i"£ masculinity, gender roles and 
Q sexual   assault    prevention. 
"2 The program is free ond open 
lo the public. The event will 
i_i_i begin ol 1 p.m. on Monday 
"X F01  more information, [moil 
** jimiminsprojtdOgmeil am 
Homecoming step 
show on Saturday 
The rtomwonaiig slop show 
will be in Wilson Hall at B p m on 
Saturday This year will be the first 
year that all five block greek orgo 
nuoliorts will be stepping Tickets 
can bo purchased in the Business 
Office on the third floor of Wanen 
at SI0 eodi for students before 4 
p m Friday. At ihe door tickets will 
be SI5 There will be an aher party 
at Godwin with 0 S3 admission with 
0 student ID card 
Influential P.R. figure 
speaks In ISAT tonight 
Harold Burson, co-founder 
of Bwsoei-Morstellei. the largest 
public relations firm in Ihe world, 
is speaking tonight at 1 pm in 
ISAT/CS159. According to 0 survey 
conducted by P.R. Week Burson 
is the century's most influential 
P.I. figure The event is sponsored 
by die School of (ommunkalion 
Studies the Nelson Institute ond ihe 
University Office of CommunkotkHis 
ond Marketing 
UVA hosts presentation 
2     on oil and natural gas 
r n layolo Douahei fiom the 
°£ American Petroleum Institute 
=
*" and lanice Menke for Conn 
'-h-     coPhillips, will present 0 lecture 
tilled 'Technological Advance 
1 menis ond (areei Opporturn 
"""";     ties in the Oil and Natural Gas 
rare     Industry" tomorrow 
5i The event starts at 2 p.m. 
"""; in room 205 of Ihe Mechani 
■■"■>     cal and Aerospace Engineering 
building 
O 
Virginia Tech holds 
orchestra performance 
Guest soloists She* Browne 
Dorad Moson Benecbd Gcxrdfnend 
and Yoorn Choi along with a chornfaer 
onhestro vsl perform a program 
inducing I. S. Bach's fkarioertuig 
(onceni No 3 and 6, Vrvddi's great 
urrknown concert, Atari's Dim 
tirer* lor Slangs m D Moor and 
AlbeionrsAdogro TheperformorKers 
Sunday at 3 p.m. in fae Squires Redd 
Solon Gerard admrssMi is SIB aid 
slueke-lodmri-ionisSI. 
CO 
-er. 
Mary Washington holds 
annual ghost walk 
The University of Mary Woshng 
ton's Hrstonc Present-ton dub -J 
host tts ?3rd annual ghost viaeV. whkh 
cemsh erf Ixxrriled loan dderwrtown 
fiecx^sfx^ed^lVMiisen. 
cemetery, Hugh Mercer A-ehcory 
Shop ond Kenmore ploreolton 
The tours run mm 6 pm to 10 
pm on Friday ond from Spm lo 10 
pm on Soturdoy Adult tickets cost 
$6, children "diets ogestV I? cost S6 
aid cfeldren undei 5 ore free 
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Happy Elomeoo 
I»v<\ The limw 
BOOK: Authors autograph books for fans 
TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
PUTIM'.VKrias Diamond RinK 
Round Brilliant Cut VSl-Clariiv F-Cobr 
This Week $3,500 
*AII of our diamonds an waded h\- an on staff QA Diamond Graduate 
Visit us at 75 $ Court Square Harrisonburg or wtcw mcbonejeuvtry com 
POOH, from rront 
they termed the "JMU approach'* to take an interdisci- 
plinary look at homeland security. 
"TVe're studying this as a phenomenon, not that 
it's good or bad." Noftsinger said. 
Noftsinger was approached in 2004 at a confer- 
ence in Sweden about writing the book Once he and 
the team assembled, it took a year of writing, 9 months 
of negotiating with the publisher and a year of editing 
before it was on the shelves in May. 
Hi" book is an extension of Newbold and 
Noftsinger's work at JMU and Wheeler's work as an 
IBM consultant. 
l*his Ml. the information analysis major was intro- 
duced as part of the school of integrated science and 
technology. Fourteen students compose the inaugural 
class, and Newbold is on the short list of faculty for the 
major. The book is already being put to use in the intro- 
ductory course that Newbold is team-teaching. 
This major opens up doors for you," IA major Katie 
O'Brien said The chapters I've read have been really 
helpful and interesting," 
Noftsinger, the executive director of the Institute for 
Infrastructure and Information Assurance at JMU, has 
spent much of his career specializing in interdisciplin 
ary program and grant development. 
Wheeler, who met Noftsinger as a graduate fellow 
of the Institute, has moved from academia to IBM 
where he now works as a security consultant. 
The blend of the author's perspecthra is reflected in 
the book's multi-faceted approach, which Wheeler says 
he hopes will get more than just students interested in 
homeland security. 
"[Security] will only be achieved once everyone 
takes part in it," he said "Not just the people in academ- 
ics, or in the government, or in the private sector like 
myself. It's something for every individual to practice, 
not just to read about" 
As the authors formed a mini assembly line to sign 
their first book of the day - for "Captain Bob," a retired 
VS. naval officer and friend of Noftsinger - their fans 
began to gather. 
The cast playing out the scene on the floor consist- 
ed mostly of family, friends, neighbors and co-work- 
ers, but eight books were gone in an hour. 
"We've just been mobbed," Noftsinger said, wink- 
ing as he signed a book for a colleague. "It's very 
draining." 
Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC 
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD 
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Philip A. Klim, DO 
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP  Mary H. Kratz, FNP 
Sarah Hibbitts, PA. 
Now Accepting Appointments 
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00 
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Local (540) 434-3831 
Toll Free (300) 545-3348 
LDD'A ID! U 
Register to win great prizes at Godwin Held 
At season's end, one lucky fan will win a 32" Toshiba TV and HD DVD 
player, and a Yamaha Sound Projector and powered subwoofer. Visit 
our tent at the Godwin Field to register and see the sweepstakes rules 
A limited supply of T-shirts available at each home game. Get spotted 
wearing one and you could win a »25 gift card. 
\ / Harrisonburg 1 location 
# 
bwicHflftop** 
<o7 
Make the most of your iPod 
Check out our vast selection 
of accessories 
Cases, armbands, docks, cables, 
car stereo adapters, speakers, 
headphones, and more. 
CRUTCHFIELD 
HwrteonbanP Oovwleaf Shopping Center. 109 S. Carton St ■ (540) 434-1000 
in the , Waliy 
30 S. Main St 
Next To Jess' Quick Lunch 
433-3366 
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9 
Sun. 12-6 
HOMECOMIN6 SPECIALS 
Tapestries 
Reg. $24.99 
Beaded Door Curtains 
Reg. $24.99 
SAJJSiTliw   ^8flH«gfi)(!]   SALE! $14.99 
Adult DVDs, Magazines and Novelties 
Massage Oils, Lubricants, Incense, Tapestries 
Body Jewelry   Salvia   Posters 
Imprinted Sportswear 
540-434424O 
8002964240 
HANtl I Sl'HO M) (OM 
;.«SSIMBin 
FEATURED ITEM 
PURPLE HOODED 
PULLOVER SWEATSHIRT 
$14.95 
WHILE SUPPUES LAST! 
DANIELS IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR 
NEW LOCATION: SOOJ UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD (NUT TO COSTCO) 
T-SHIRTS • SWEATSHIRT* • GREEK LETTERS 
EMBROIDERY • PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS 
OFFICIALLY UCINHD JMU PRINTER 
END OFSEASON SALE 
Spotswood Country Club 
TfennfeShop 
HEAD & Prince Racquets & Bags 
Head Flexpoint, Radical & 
Protector Frames up to 50% Off 
AD Prince Shoes at $55 
Men's, Women's and Junior 
Apparel from Adidas, 
Kaettn, Nike & BaHe de Match 
$10, $15, $20 & $25 Sale Racks 
Try Demo Racquets using BaQ 
Machine on a SCC Clay Court 
Open to al JMU Alumni, Faculty, 
Guests, Members & Students 
Friday Oct. 26:9am«pm 
Saturday Od 27:9am 1 pm 
Sunday Oct. 2& 9amNoon 
Spotswood Country Club is less 
than 2 miles from JMU Convo. 
In Harrisonburg from RL 33 East 
00 LEFT at tent (Target & Maty 
onto Country Chib Road & take 
first RIGHT into Country Ckib 
• 1980 Country Ckib Road • 
5404343424 
ITEMS ON FINAL SALEffl 
DIVERSITY: 'Division in...how immigration ought to be played' 
The Breeze    www.thebreeze.org i Thursday, October 25,2007 15 
DMftSITY, from pogc 3 
Stewart said tliat in the 2000 census blacks were not the 
UrRest racial minorilv Croup, While they represented just over 12 
percent of the population. Hisp^nics comprised ispm-enl of the 
population in the country. 
"The population diversity jyvw much more rapidly than antici- 
pated," Stewart MU 
Stewart said that he hoped students would learn that most 
people overestimate the proportion of the population belong- 
ing to different minority groups, think about how groups are 
going to resolve difference* ■«> (he U.S. builds an effective po- 
litical system. 
Stewart thought of this presentation as a chance to meel llti 
JMU community. 
"It is always fun because I've learned something." he said, "I've 
never been to JMU, and it's a chance to interact with a variety of 
other people and learn about their perspective." 
Most students seemed to enjoy the presentation. 
"I thought he did really well and it's pertinent." junior 
Lauren Hafer said.   "It's good to get to see his perspective 
and hear that immigration is a good thing, too. The statistics 
were very Interesting and the media doesn't necessarily ad- 
dreei that." 
Senior Marie Spiet-e agreed. 
"I thought it was nice to hear someone address the issue of im- 
migration as not meaning illegal and it's especially relevant to the 
Harrisonburg community," she said. 
However, some students were not satisfied with his presenta- 
tion. 
"I was kind of confused when he jumped from facts back 
and forth," sophomore Katie Byrd said. "It would have been 
better if he had something to show us like a PowerPoint, but it 
was quite interesting how Hispanics take over the black popu- 
lation." 
Steward ended his presentation by making a prediction. 
"For this political campaign, there is a division in the represen- 
tation of how Immigration ought to be played," he said, "Looking at 
a recent survey, the majority is not concerned of immigration. They 
are against illegal Immigration but support to legitimize and allow 
legal immigration." 
Myth #527: Only SMAD majors 
can write for The Breeze. 
AIKIDO 
Jo*r ffaUo<u«en ffcarf^arfcrt 
Makeup 
Wigs 
Masks 
Beards 
Glasses 
Hats 
Teeth 
Wings 
Costumes 
Pimp Jewelry 
227 N. Main St. 
Harrisonburg 
434-8272 
9:30-5:00 
Monday 
thru 
Saturday 
Come by <)ri<J Pick Up Your... ^F 
Daik Wood Manor... 
...Discount  c   inipons 
MARTIAL ARTS CLASSES 
AIKIDO &IAIDO 
Call now to ask about 
beginner's classesl 
Only 20 mins from JMU! 
406-D West Spolswood Trail 
Elkton.VA 22827 
Elkton Ki-Aikido 
Elkton San Shin Kai laido 
* 
elktonkiaikldo.com 
JET 
GRAM 
The Japan Exchangt & Teaching Program 
• TMdl EnjM It Jipwui you* M pabac Knata 
• Dark m meal eevernaaM oflkae 
• tiaananca Jipinm cdftire 
JET offara: Year <ong paid posmont. roundtrp «lr tranaporMMn 
lo Japan, hsalin mauranca training, and mora« 
Apply by tarty DecamDe' 2007 lor Summer 2006 poaaOfla. 
For more information or to apply, visit our website: 
www •ntatipw.atv'/ttprognm'hotntpsgmMml 
KP$imMb... 
raise jjpur voice 
ROC* THE VOTE 
October 25th 
Featuring The Real World's 
Jose and Robin 
Festival Ballroom - 8pm 
Crossing 
Looking For The Time 
Of Your Life? 
Ashby Crossing is 
Where Life Begins! 
Stop by today and fill out 
your application. 
Spaces are running out quickly! 
First Floor 
Second Floor 
Third Floor 
A, B, C, D, 
E, F, G, H, 
I,J,K,L, 
$395.00 
$400.00 
$405.00 
1191 Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540-432-1001 
www.ashbycrossing.com 
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E-mail us at breezenews@gmail.com\ PROTEST: 'She just 
pushed, just a shove' 
Guy Fi: The Fictions That Rule Men's Lives 
A performance by University of Mary Washington 
professor and former stand-up comedian 
Dr. Chris Kilmartin 
This program will make you laugh, think, and talk 
with friends about important issues such as masculinity, 
gender roles, and sexual assault prevention 
Monday, October 29th 
7:OOpm Grafton Stovall Theater 
Sponsored by The Men's Project 
For more information email jmumensproject@gmail.com 
DINE IN   CARRYOUT 
DELIVERY 
Pizza P^sta Subs 
Fridziy and Saturday 
11am- 12am 
Mon-Thurs and Sun 
11am- 11pm 
ExtraLarge 2Slices 
Cheese Pizza One Topping 
VO.TO (Dine in or Carry Out) 4u£0 
New Flat Screen TVs! 
Stromboli - Calzone - Pizza Rolls 
540432-1417 
1469 South Main Street 
Accepts MC, Visa, and FLEX 
Golookon.com 
Discover your 7/ome in 'Uarrison^m 
715 Port Republic Road 
ll«rri!wnhur».VA 22801 
434-5150 
1 
< Ol   !>\\   I   I   I 
HANKI  K 
< OMMI K(  I  VI 
FUNKHOUSER 
REALTORS* 
fffCampusHouslng.com 
'Hmtn   V Colkoe Sl-hon 
"""""" i)H4imm 
Z^.imX^H!'"M       J""M«I»W»>M«W*H IMWIIHWIIW       nn, toon 1 M* ««• 
**• t*o HWH H^n§ 
^^.7—U.- XfxiwXfaiw Mditm (jtmirm 
• timm- 
MUm> fniitiiiCggt 
mm 
1411 
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PIOTfSI, from (rout 
"She was talking to Officer Resson beforehand, she was clearly 
visibly upset by a lot of things he was saving." said Tynan. "She 
just pushed [Bourgault). just a shove, he stumbled forward and the 
people in front caught him." 
Martin says that the officer she had previously talked to imme- 
diately pushed her against a wall and handcuffed her. She was sub- 
sequently taken downtown to the Rockingham County Regional Jail 
where she was charged with assault and battery. 
Bourgault seemed unfazed by the physical attack and maintains 
that he did not mean to incite anyone to practice violence against him. 
"I told her to calm down at I certain point and even after I 
ignored her, she continued to rant," said Bourgault. "She came up 
right behind me, it was out of my hands." 
Despite the incident, Bourgault remains positive about his min- 
istry and remains steadfast in his mission to visit universities and 
spread his message. 
"The officer witnessed the incident, I'm the victim," said Bourgault. 
"I forgive the girl, may the LonJ help her. I hold no grudges." 
The JMU police department declined to comment and referred 
all inquiries on the matter to Don Egle. the university spokesman 
and director of public affairs. 
The incident that took place was very unfortunate," said Egle. 
The university understands that there will he times of disagree- 
ment, and for this reason the university encourages the community 
to express its disagreement in an appropriate manner." 
Martin remains remorseful about the physical altercation, but 
stands her ground in defending herself and the university. 
This guy was invading our home and insulting us," Martin said. 
"I don't want to mess with his free speech rights, but I received 
nothing positive from the preacher." 
M .. i is MI .(   v \ 22B02 
MoN.-fri. 7:30 - 5:00 pm 
OFF 
JMU Students 
& Faculty 
Kumho BFG 
I 1 Point Safety Check * 
• Oil Chant!.- Brake Service if 
* State Inspection            \(  Hcpair * 
»   Minimum                      Diagnostic * 
AC Re air * 
i ti )fr 
Lohr's 
€ ttAYLAMO 
Over 50 varieties of pumpkins & gourds 
"2 Expanded Corn Mazes" Hay Tunnel0 
"Petting Zoo° Tumble Tubes" 
All Your Fall Decoration Needs! 
www.LohrsFarm.com 
10 miles North of Harrisonburg 
1-81 Exit #257 
(Mauzy/Broadway) 
Just South on Rt. 1 ]        i\i 
Hours: Mon-Fri 4-6 Sat: 9-6 Sun: 1-6 (540)896.8798 
bring us your ideas 
The Breeze 
is Hiring 
Graphic Designer 
must be proficient in Adobe 
great experience! 
10 hrs/wk, hourly pay 
apply and see job description at 
http://joblink.jmu.edu 
Editor: Anno Young 
opinion@thebreeze.org 
(540) 568-3846 
Because I Said So | KATHYRYN MANNING, staffwritw 
The entertainment 
generation gap 
Kids seem to be stuck between two viewing worlds 
I louse Editorial 
www.thebreeze.org 
Thursday, October 25,2007    7 
Mosl of us have had a conversa- 
tion about the "good ol'days'of our 
childhood. I can't count the number 
of times i'w talked "ltd people about 
the cheesy music on "Full House" 
or the adrenaline rush of watching 
"1-egends of the Hidden Temple- 
Unfortunately, our experience can't 
be shared by the younger generation 
of TV watchers. Today's TV program- 
ming is leaving kids lacking decent 
entertainment and allowing them to 
lose their innocence too soon. 
Most of us who grew up in the 
'90s had plenty of TV shows present- 
ing us with wholesome images of 
becoming young adults. Shows like 
"Full House," "Boy Meets World," 
"Saved by the Bell" and "Family Mat- 
ters" depicted relatablc diameters 
who overcame conflicts and stood 
by their morals. They were faced 
with problems that teenagers still 
encounter today: sex, drugs, drink- 
ing, gossip ami so on. Hut characters 
on the '90s sitcoms managed to rise 
above peer pressure or tempt.it ion 
in most cases, and we, the audience, 
cheered them on. 
What a pity. FJementary-aged 
kids are watching shows where using 
marijuana is hilarious, having sex 
with multiple partners is awesome, 
■ad talking about your best friends 
behind their back makes for great 
television. I'd hate to hear the QOBTOr 
sations in school cafeterias these days. 
Turning on these shows is second 
nature to many of us, so we don't un- 
derstand the harm in letting 10-year- 
olds enjoy some of Peter Griffin's 
antics. However, with shows like 
"Family Guy," kids don't understand 
half of the adult-minded references 
that give the show its appeal. If they 
try to understand the jokes, we must 
explain such references to them— 
which means kids are being exposed 
to adult concepts before they even 
reach puberty. What happened to 
letting kids be kids? 
Of course, there was "unwhole- 
some" entertainment available to 
youth during the 90s, like "Beverly 
Hills, 90210." But the different a la 
that in the '90s. we had the option of 
watching more decent programming 
that wasn't babyish or stupid. There 
While the shows we grew up 
watching may have presented rosy 
and unrealistic pictures of life (be- 
cause most of us didn't have a heart- 
to-heart with dad ever)' night), they 
1! leas! addressed real issues with 
the hope of reinforcing moral \ alues 
for the viewers, and they did it in an 
entertaining way. 
Today's kids are simply out of 
luck when it comes to decent TV 
programming. With the except ton 
of "old school" re-runs, they have 
the option of watching adult hti mor 
or mind-numbing, goofy progr. ms. 
Kids on the verge of young adu1'- 
hood are learning life lessons fi   m 
Spongebob or Peter Griffin. Talk 
about a scary concept. 
In hopes of gaining an ac- 
curate picture of this situation, I 
interviewed my 12-year-old bro'her 
before writing thus article. I ask d 
him what shows are popular around 
the sixth grade and what show 
were popular around his elementary 
school. The list he gave me was a 
pected, but still depressing; Tamilv 
Guy," "King of the Hill," "That 70's 
Show," "Degrassi," "My Super Sweet 
Sixteen" and MTV reality shows. 
Disney Channel shows are "annoy- 
ing," he said his classmates say, and 
"Full House" is acceptable but not on 
the "cool" list 
was plenty of teenage drama floating 
around on the WB, but we could 
easily switch to TGIF and watch Cory' 
and Topanga learn to solve their 
problems through words rather than 
alcohol. Today's kids flip through 
channels and either find immature 
cartoons or adult material that does 
nothing but strip them of their in- 
nocence. 
It isn't the job of television to 
instill morals in viewers, but we 
must understand that what children 
see on TV does affect how they view 
themselves and the world. Even if 
they opt for "Fairly OddParents 
over "The Real World," children ex- 
perience no moral reinforcement or 
intellectual stimulation from today's 
IV programming. 
While our generation can 
reminisce about Danny Tanner fa lite 
lessons, the next generation will sit 
down in 10 years and talk about how- 
happy they were when that spoiled 
brat on "Super Sweet Sixteen" got 
the Beamer instead of the Ben/  It we 
think we live in a morally bankrupt 
society today, just wait another 
decade. By that point we will prob- 
ably appreciate the cheesy music and 
rosy worldview more than mm 
imagined. 
Kathryn Manning is a senior his- 
tory and ixtlitical science major 
nm. 
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Picked by God, protected by law 
Matt Bourgault stood on the commons Monday afternoon, 
wearing a sandwich board with the names of those who ■ 
to be condemned for their actions. Potheads, lesbians, sod- 
omites, liars, thieves, murderers, forniealors. adulterers and 
potty-mouths were all named for eternal damnation, among 
others. 
Many people who walked past the spectacle disregarded 
what the zealot had to BBJ   * )tliers stopped for a few seconds 
to hear a part of his preaching. Most students were outraged 
at his inflammatory and impassioned words—right fullv 
BO   BOOM even questioned why he was granted permission to 
preach such a hateful message on campus. 
Junior Alex Martin had cleariv enough ot his speech, and 
pushed through the crowd after an exchange with a JMU po- 
lice officer to shove him. Her act of assault was a hi ash state 
ment that encroached on the rights of free speech Bourgault 
has—however hated that s|iecch might have been. 
Monday's events were reminiscent of Mahmoud Ahma- 
dinejnd's visit to NYC just one month ago. NYU students and 
faculty, as well as the nation were outraged that NYU Presi- 
dent LflC Bollinger would extend an invitation to a man re- 
garded as a cruel dictator and Holocaust denier. However, as 
a columnist pointed out a lew weeks ago, everyone has a right 
to IH- heard, regardless it we agree with his or her statements. 
The First Amendment prott 1 ta apt ■■■ b   not certain kinds 
of speech, but all speech Kourgault's words were hateful and 
intolerant, but the\ are still protected b) the Constitution. 
Some students expressed the desire that he bo banned from 
campus and questioned wh\ he was allowed to IK- on the com 
monsat all. 
We do not condone banning Bourgault from campus in 
the future), ot an) other controversial speaker while hi-- visit 
Infuriated soon-passer sin H anweaueed a group to anther 
around him to engage in a debate. College campuses should 
strive to he one of the freest pl.uvs to engage in dialogue that 
makea von think—it should make you angry. It should make 
you question your betters 
Banning |ieople whose viewpoints we don't agree with 
make ns nisi as bad as Bourgault. who wants to convert even 
person on campus to a demented form of Christunitv thai 
preaches hale We should l>e promoting controversial visitors 
so that we can argue our beliefs intelligently and rationally. 
So next time you see one of these so-called evangelical ex- 
tremists shaking a Bible at a crowd of college students, reali/e 
that they are there to rightfully voice their opinions, and we 
can do the same thing. 
Breeze Perspectives | TONYSPAOACCIA, contributing wnier 
Baseball's end of an era 
After 12 seasons, 1,173 wins, 10 
division title*, six American League 
pennants and four World Series chain 
pioiiships. Joe Torre will not return .is 
manager of the New York Yankees next 
season. As ama/ing as these numbers 
are, they still don't truly do justice to 
the man who accepted the toughest job 
in professional sports and still made it 
look easy. 
While working under the lu aw 
hand of Yankees owner George Stein- 
brennerand the relentless questioning 
ol the New York media. Torre has done 
a remarkable job of anchoring his team 
during the roller-coastei 1 id. s 1h.1t 
have come to define the Yankee's sea 
sons over the last few years. Mis calm 
demeanor and easy-going personality 
have always provided some stability for 
Ml playtn who face the pressures and 
expectations of winning even vear 
However. Torre's success has not 
come easy. He has had to overcome 
many obstacles to ge.t to where he la 
today. He grew up in Brooklyn, NY. 
and had a very troubled childhood  A-; 
a child, he witnessed his fathers pin si 
cal and emotional abUM ol Ml mother 
for many years. 
This left a lasting mark 00 Torre, the 
WunfjSBt of five siblings, culminating 
in instniindingoi theJoeTorrc Bate 
At Home Foundation which educates 
adults and children about domestic v in 
lence. Today the foundation operates in 
resource Center! hi New York and New 
Jersey cal let I Margaret Houses, named 
in honor of lorre's molhei 
During the peak of the Yankee 
dvnastv in 1999, Torre shocked the 
sports world when he announced that 
he had been diagnosed with prostatt 
cancer. Word of his diagnosis came 
five months after Yankee plavci Deny) 
Strawbern was diagnosed with colon 
cancer and two days after Yankee leg- 
end Joe DiMaggio died from compli- 
cations from lung cancel surgery. He 
captivated baseball has everywhere 
by maintaining the composure that he 
was always known for. and within two 
months he was hack in the clubhouse 
with his team. 
Torre's personal challenges tested 
4*- 
Joe Torre demonstrated 
not only the leadership but 
the class and dignity of a 
true champion. 
his resolve, his faith and Ills decision 
making. But instead of folding under 
the weight of the immense adversi- 
ttea lit (Bead, ha always fought hack 
with courage, confidence and honor. 
As 1 result ol his challenges, he gained 
qualities that have put him in a class In 
liiniselt as ,1 Major League manager 
Torre has exemplified the virtues of 
leadership and loyalty throughout his 
hasehall < areei and his players have 
come to revere him for (his. He led 
not In veiling and screaming like LoU 
PineUfl orOnie Guillen, but instead 
by example   Yankees third hase coach 
UrTJ Bowa said of"Torre last week: 
"He treats everybody with respect. 
whether you're a batboy, a coach ot I 
trainer 
His Integrity and character inspired 
the people around him and motivated 
then to put their Individual ai 1 om 
plishments aside to work together to 
achieve greater aoala He believed in 
allot his plavers and he could always 
be counted on to defend them from the 
media it thev were attacked 
Torre's loyalty to his plavers over 
the vears has earned him a tremendous 
amount of reaped from not oniv those 
he managed, hut also troin Yankee 
legends who are still involved with the 
organization 
Recently, Ins bench coach and 
former Yankee first batftnan Don Mat- 
tingly said, "the two regrets ihu I had 
as a plaver ale that I wish I would have 
had a chance to play with Thui man 
|Munson|, and I wish I would have had 
a chance to play for Joe." 
This April, when the gales open 
for the final season of the old Yankee 
Stadium, Joe Torre «ill not be there 
But what will always remain within its 
hallowed walls || the legSfl "I the man 
who overcame the odds to become the 
most decorated baseball manager of 
our generation. 
A> 1 Vankee, T01 re demonstrated 
not only the leadership hut the clasa 
and diguitv ol a true champion. His la 
yean 1-- manager may have come and 
gone, hut the memorial thai be has 
helped to creat.' will last a lifetime. 
Tt»W Spodacda is a freshman 
political science and business managt- 
men! major. 
A '11 ririgeloilh Stadium holds if,.000 
JMU-fanVdart to JMU for only allowing 
one-fourth of the student population to at- 
tend the Centennial Homecoming Game. 
f-Vom a few members of the Centennial 
Class who know last time we checked it's 
our Homecoming, and the alwnni already 
had theirs. 
A "thanks-for-the-racy-read" pat to the 
president of a student political group for 
leaving a stimulating instant message open 
on a library computer. 
From a junior who feels that being 
conservative ditesn't mean you can't have a 
littlefun! 
A "where's-your-sehool-spirtt?" dart to 
the Homecoming committee for booking 
a UVA fraternity to perform a step routine 
for the Grand Finale of OUT I entennial 
Celebration. 
From a puzzled junior who is wonder- 
ing why the Duke Dog is not stomping the 
Quad to purjtle and yoldjireu•orks instead. 
A"now-ni-ncver-leave" pat to Hams 
for getting table top speakers so we can 
listen to football games on the big screen 
while drinking a cold beer. 
From a very happy customer and ada- 
mant sports fan who appreciates the new 
atmosphere. 
An'if you're going to sleep, stay-at- 
home' dart lo the girl in my hospitality and 
tourism management seminar who uses 
class tune to catcfa upon beautv rest 
From a student who think* sleep 
ing with your mouth open isn't the 
most polite impression to leore with 
the guest speakers tec always /lore 
A "way-to-out-yell the bigot" pat 
to the girl who gave up her af term * >n 
for a charity cause thai she was not, 
involved in to confront the man with 
the sandwich board on the commons. 
From a i/roup <>/'grateful memln'is 
afthe Hurricane Katrimi Relief team. 
atatabk basis 
SsnmasbnsMe 
ponont 
ptnon^ opinion 
n afh> 
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Letters to the Editor 
Abuse causes antibiotics resistance 
Thursday's editorial, 
"America's pill-popping pan- 
demic" places too much blame 
Ofl phvsicians for the current 
degree of antibiotic rcsisi.tiur 
Every fall, there is a large 
number of students who seek 
treatment at health centers for 
cold-like symptoms. Often- 
times, there is nothing a doctor 
can do—after all. antibiotics 
don't treat viruses. But when a 
doctor says "no" to a demand 
for pills, the patient will prob- 
ably go elsewhere until he gets 
what he wants: a prescription. 
This isn't to say that antibi- 
otics are never necessary. More 
than anything, they are abused 
by the patient. How many 
times have you or someone you 
have known stopped taking a 
prescribed medication before it 
was gone because he or she felt 
better? It's possible that he or 
she took the prescription just 
long enough to kill a major- 
ity of the bacteria in the body, 
hut left some bacteria behind 
to pass along heartier DNA. 
If this happens enough times, 
n is no wonder that there are 
mfatanl strains out there. 
Putting antibiotics into 
soaps doesn't help either. The 
Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention have recog- 
nized this problem and had 
stated that "like antibiotics. 
dMM products can select 
resistant strains and. therefore, 
overuse in the home can be 
expected to propagate resistant 
microbial variants." 
What it ultimately comes 
down to is that the germ- 
phobic general population 
is largely to blame for these 
"super bugs." If we use new 
antibiotics reasonably and 
responsibly, it is possible that 
this trend of resistance won't 
continue. 
Elizabeth Nelson 
senior biology major 
Editorial Policies 
Responses to all opinions 
published in The Breeze are 
welcomed and encouraged. 
Letters should be no longer 
than 250 words, must include 
a name, academic year, major 
and phone number for verifi- 
cation and can be e-mailed to 
breezeopiniond&ymail.com or 
mailed to MSC 6805 Gi, 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, 
Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The 
Breeze reserves the right to edit 
all submission for length and 
grammatical style. 
Editorial Board: 
Mary Frances Czarsty. editor in chief 
Evan Dyson, managing editor 
Anna Young,opinion editor 
The opinions in this section do not 
necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
newspaper, this staff or 
Jamei MOOLMVI University. 
Top five myths about writing for The Bream i 
K Von haw in Hrih'imci-1 week. 
4: You li.i\c lo iipph lii hewi ■ I'liiitributifut writer. 
1 
ft You Imvc to !»• a SMAI) major lo conii iliuir. 
ft Yon liavf to hare nqnrieoee writing for a newspaper. 
I: You 1,1111 have ;i iaj in what i> \« intnl iii HM Bran 
Do you like to TRAVEL? 
Do you want to make a DIFFERENCE? 
JMU's ALTERNATIVE 
SPRING BREAK PROGRAM 
has sent students and (acuity 
everywhere trom 
West Virginia to NIc 
LONG DISTANCE/ 
INTERNATIONAL TRIPS 
Sign ups foi Lottery: 
Oct. 30-31. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Wilson 204 
Lottery: 
Nov. 1,8 -11 p.m. 
Festival Ballroom" 
S200 deposit due at lottery 
DOMESTIC TRIPS 
Information Seesion: 
Nov 15. 7pm 
Highlands Room in Festival 
Sign up* lor Lottery: 
Nov. 27-28, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Wilson 204 
Lottery: 
Nov. 29, 8-11 p.m. 
Festival Ballroom' 
S100 deposit due at lottery 
Alternative Breaks Program 
Dare to Make a Difference 
www.jmu.edu/csl/asb. 
E-mail: ASBe|mu.edu 
Phone number: 540 568 6166 
• Mutt b« prvicnt the entire tlm* 
MASSANUTTEN RESORT 
WINTER JOB FAIR 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH 
MASSANUTTEN SKI LODGE 
3:00PM - 7:00PM 
We'll be taking applications, screening applicants & interviewing on the spot. 
DRAWINGS FOR SEASON PASSES & DOOR PRIZES! 
Stop by and find out about FREE sluing, tubing, snowboarding and more!! 
We have many job opportunities available. Positions include 
Seasonal full and part-time and Year-round full and part-time employment. 
Come and check out what jobs we might have for you! 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL (540) 289-4954 mt MASSANUTTEN; 
If you care about 
the future: 
yours and the 
Earth's... 
Barry University School of Law offers a dynamic program and a distinguished 
faculty ready to help you build your career as a successful attorney. 
When you become a Barry Law student, you join a caring community - a 
community that co-founded the Center for Earth Jurisprudence. 
The Center, the first of its kind in the United Stales, helps prepare lawyers 
to face unprecedented environmental challenges, encouraging a practice of 
law that respects the rights of the natural world. 
Learn more about Barry Law, its faculty, and its mission at 
www.barry.edu/law. 
BARRY 
UNIVERSITY 
OWATNl O. ANDREAS SCHOOL Of LAW 
Orlando Cimpui 
6441 East Colonial Drive f 
Orlando, FL 32807 
321 -206-5600 • 866-|D BARRY 
www.barry.edu/law ^fM 
-1   -. ■*-JI m i. Capt. Anna Morqan, MD 
Brooke Army 
Medical Center, Texas 
EARN YOUR DEGREE, 
THE RESPECT OF YOUR PEERS AND 
MORE THAN $1,600 PER MONTH. 
Students accepted into an accredited medical or dental school 
are eligible tor our Medical and Dental School Stipend Program. 
In addition to more than $1,600 per month for living expenses, 
MDSSP gives you a head start on your career. Your Army Reserve 
training provides invaluable experience alonqside outstanding 
medical professionals and a major advantage over your peers. 
Most Importantly, as a member of the U.S. Army Health Care 
Team, you'll earn the gratitude of our Soldiers, their Families and 
your nation. 
Gain your Strength to Heal. Contact 
1SG Frederick Ramie at 888-251-6425 or 
frederick.ramie3 usarec.army.mil. For more 
information, visit healthcare.goarmy.com. 
2007. Piid >0l Dt in« UnitH St.ttt Aimy All lights r.s*r««d ARMY STRONG. 
Editor: Kelly Fisher 
Assistant Editor: Megan \ 
breezearts@gmail.com S&*4f<& 
Mickey Rooney 
brings charisma, 
humor to JMU 
Hollywood legend, wife put on 
a performance at Wilson Hall 
BY MEGAN WILLIAMS 
o&e editor 
OAIG HUTSONAMH ptvtafrophei 
Despite career ups iirul (Imviisovrr Hj yr;irs. 
Mickey Rooney has still not ii. His * liansin.i and 
desire to entertain has carried Rooney through 
the years. 
Wilson Hall auditorium Wlfl Oiled I.M 
Thursday niglit with stmlr.it>. and Han bwoburg 
residents eagerly awaiting the start <>| ROOM/I 
latest show "Let's Put on now," 
"We came here by dunce    sophomore 
Sean Sharff said. "We saw the sign at box 
in Harrison Hall and did a little research and 
■ nded      up 
here.'' 
T h e 
evening be- 
gan   willi   an 
opening vid- 
eo montage 
announcing 
Roone) as be 
appeared on 
stage IWi 
short Holly- 
wood legend 
brOUgbl au- 
dience  mem 
ben to their 
imply 
l>\ waDdngoa 
i testa- 
ment   tO  the 
impact ot his 
i ireen 
"This is what's left 0. Muke\ Rooney," 
Rooney said. 
The first halt <>t the ibe* passed with 
cheesy jokes and tidbits about his time in Hol- 
lywood, littered with classic Hollywood tunes 
sung by Rooney such as "But Not lor Me In 
George and Ira (Jershwin. Roone) Spoke ol 
how he met his fust wife hsn Qardnei saying, 
"On even- date I asked Ava to main me and 
every time she would say 'No, I don t want to 
marry you,'" but didn't mention his next si\ 
wives except as a group. 
The first halt ot the ihov< was dedicated 
completely to Mieksj and the recapping of 
a long career. The best moment ol ilir mghl 
came towards the end of the first act when 
Rooney did a tribute to hi-, long nine ft lend, 
Judy Garland.   He ongs,  one 
called "Judy." which Roone) wrote himself 
when he heard that Garland had died, and 
showed a heartwarming clip ot a comed 
tine the two did together on Garland's televl 
sion show. 
The second haii ol the show began with 
the evening's other performer finsllj tali 
ing the stage.  Mickey's eighth  wife and 
co-producer   of   the   show,   Ian   Chamber 
lain-Rooney.  came out  singing  "Making 
Whoopee." Chamberlain-Room 
tress, musician, composer and artist. Her 
witty personality and  talent  affected the 
audience Immediate!) 
"Well here I um," Chamberlain-Rooney 
said, "Number eight. 1 nevei  counted on 
marrying a serial spouse. ' Despite her hus 
band's marital history the two have been 
married over 25 years. It is ess) to see that 
the two are more than pi si s< tors who work 
well together - they are happy together, 
They sang a numbei of duets tOgethei dui 
ing the evening Including I Remember It 
Well," "Side By Side' ami Let's ( all The 
Whole Thing ott 
Jan may be I better suuei than her hus 
band but the two work well together to put 
on show. Roone)  ihowed more clips from 
his impressive film career and explained how 
each helped gel him to where he was today, 
indulging the audience with Ihe best ol tunes 
when he was being called "the world 
est talent" and the worst ol tunes when he was 
"getting paid $100 to g<> t"» parties in order to 
support his family. 
The show concluded with Roone) playing a 
jazz number on the piano and Mlcke) and Jan 
singing a final duet. '1 Cant Give You Anything 
But Love." 
"Our show has been ver) long and I am 
very short,■ Roone) said After taking one 
last bow to a standing ovation the curtain fell, 
However. Mickey and .Ian signed programs 
for fans following the show   B\ the number 
of people who stood in line t ceive Mlcke) 
Rooney's autograph it is obvious thai his fans 
span generations. 
"I loved it. I thought it was great, soph 
omore Shelby Arnettc said    I m surprised 
more   students   didn't   take   advant 
this." 
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contributing writer 
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'How to Maximize Your Buzz' presents alcohol facts, alternatives 
As Will FerreU's character says 
in "Old School": "Once it hits your 
lips, it's so good." 
That might be why 1,700 col- 
lege students died last year in al- 
cohol-related situations. This was 
one of many interesting — and 
useful   -   facts   presented   in 
Monday night's event "How to 
Maximize Your Buzz," coor- 
dinated by JMU's Univer- 
sity  Program  Board and 
the Office of Health Pro- 
motion  to kickoff Na- 
tional Collegiate Alcohol 
Awareness Week. 
It's safe to say that 
many JMU students are 
acutely aware of alco- 
hol's presence at JMU. 
But "How to Maximize 
Your Buzz" encouraged 
a different approach to 
drinking. The seminar 
was led by Joe Urbanski 
of Collegiate Empower- 
ment Inc., a non-profit 
educational organiza- 
tion founded in 1995- 
Energetic and en- 
gaging. Urbanski start- 
ed off with a series of 
jokes, breaking the ice 
and setting the tone for 
the night. 
The format was de- 
cidedly anti-lecture: 
prizes were handed out 
for audience partici- 
pation and clips from 
-Old School" and The 
Matrix" were shown 
to illustrate points. In 
the middle of the semi- 
nar, fifth-year student 
Amanda Deutinger won 
three prizes at once, to 
which she enthusiasti- 
cally shouted "Holler!" 
'(The seminar 
was]    really    awesome," 
Deutinger   said.   "It   w.is 
entertaining    and     caught 
people's attention." 
The night began with some fun facts about alcohol, such as the fact 
that a six pack has the equivalent toxicity of six pounds of bleu cheese. A 
posterrfHomer Simpson, triumphant with his frosty mug, was projected 
on the screen 
But while students laughed at a slide packed with myriad of syn- 
onytns for "drunk." the night was not all fun and games. A slide which 
slmv ad the effects of alcohol started at the top, in bright orange, with 
'retention," the UK darkening ultimately to black as it ended in "death." 
When asked if they knew someone involved in an alcohol-related acci- 
dent, almost everyone in the raised their hands; less than a dozen raised 
their hands when asked if there was anyone who chose not to drink. 
I'he overarching message of the evening was not abstinence from 
drinking, hut rather responsible drinking. While many had heard this 
lagliue before, Urbanski gave more than the traditional advice, going 
leepei and telling students that 'alcohol is not about drinking; it's about 
who voiiare." 
lie said that like JMU he does not condone underage drinking, but as 
long as SOON students choose to drink they should do it safely. In bring- 
ing the seminar t<i campus, JMU also accepts that realistic goal of educa- 
tion. 
"< )ur office takes the approach that if students are going to drink, they 
ihouM have the tools to reduce risk and be responsible," said Kristin I lai 
dener, an associate director for health promotion with OHP. 
Urbanski outlined the benefits of maintaining a healthy buzz over 
full-blown intoxication: a better buzz, no hangover and a better bar 
bill. More important than those points, he said, were the underlying 
health and emotional benefits of not getting consistently plastered. 
According to him, if students do choose to drink, then they should 
be able to do with "response-ability": the ability to respond quickly 
to your surroundings which fades quickly during a night of heavy 
drinking. 
"How to Maximize Your Buzz" provided JMU with an auspicious be- 
ginning to National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week, which coincides 
with JMU's Homecoming Week this year. 
But at a school where the student population drinks an average of 
8.2 alcoholic drinks a week (according to a recent report by Madison's 
Office of Substance Abuse Research), there are also many other activities 
to pursue. Urbanski's "Never Get Bored List," which offered alternatives 
to drinking, mirrored newry elected SGA President I-ee Brooks' proposed 
pamphlet boasting "50 things to do at JMU besides drinking and party- 
ing." 
While JMU students have a solid reputation for their party-going 
ways, ensuring that does not become the college's defining trait is always 
a concern. 
"JMU has a great reputation as an institution of higher learning," said 
Ann Simmons, coordinator of health promotion with OHP. "We wouldn't 
want to be a school where students are coming because of our rankings 
in an alcohol survey." 
Overall, reaction to the program was enthusiastic and Urbanski con- 
nected well with the students. 
"I really enjoyed it," sophomore Michelle Carroll said. "I think it's 
great they are showing that drinking can be positive." 
.11111 mi Thomas Webb also appreciated the new twist that the seminar 
offered on the message of responsible drinking. 
The program offered a refreshing standpoint," he said. "It's good 
that JMU's being proactive in bringing things like this to campus." 
MUD1 MM fy «* oaotofnafai 
loe Urbanski of Collegiate EmPowrmtnl Inc. led the comedk, yet informative, seminar Monday 
night that addressed issues from binge dunking, gemng buzied and lowering bor bilk The 
presentation included dips from popular movies as arenas sobering statistics. 
WXJM DJs hit the Big Apple for music festival 
CoAJ event draws big names, 
bands into city for the weekend 
BY JESS NOVAK 
The College Made Journal's annual Music 
Marathon anil Film Festival in New York City 
inav seem foreign to some, but the DJs from 
WXJM know all about it. 
Student! aclhe U the station look advan- 
Uft "t ''«■ festn.il Ihi- past weekend, driving a 
grueling six hours in pursuit of the music played 
on the airwaves of 88.7 FM every day. 
The CM.) Festival is more than rive days of 
music film, panels .mil the endless possibilities 
of New York City. 
CMJ is a music publication and events 
company most well known for the annual CMJ 
Festival in the Big Apple and the weekly and 
monthly magazines that work like Billboard 
for non-commercial bands and radio stations 
in the US. and Canada. CMJ connects artists, 
fans and industry professionals through online 
media, print and live events to the massive net- 
work of underground, under-represented and 
inadequately recognized emerging musicians. 
The CMJ Music Marathon is a celebration of 
all of that. 
Each fall the festival is held throughout 
Manhattan and Brooklyn. The days are filled 
with panels discussing pressing issues within 
the industry and film showcases, while nights 
are dominated by a scattering of music showcas- 
es spanning from B.B. King Blues Club in Times 
Square to Studio B in Brooklyn. 
Students, independent music lovers and oth- 
er industry employees navigated Ihe subways, 
armed with only a festival guide and badge from 
L Check out the rest ol the while ol MtMUQ 
JMU 
HOME 
COMING 
Celebration events 
all week long 
A   THURSDAY: UPB's 
\JL      Rock the Vote 
M^SjB^ UPB and MTV want lo 
^g HB get students involved in 
^B Bf the upcoming ?008 pres- 
H ^S iderili.il election The cast 
OBJBV M IV's "Real World1' 
^^r^ . '• ad the event, encour- 
aging students to register to vote 
and to become involved m loi 
nal politics. The event is to- 
n The Festival Center 
FRIDAY: Performing Arts 
Center Groundbreaking 
The lots have been cleared, the parkjng deck 
is up and the Quad has gone through some, 
well, changes.  On Friday, the construction 
of the highfy-anhepated Performing Arts    ■■■ 
Center will finally get underway as Presi-    BJ 
dent Unwood Rose and Mankxj M. John-    ^ 
son. ritenm dean of the College ofVisual and 
Performing Arts, lead the groundbreaking ceremony 
Both will speak and gather with contributors to the 
Center at 4 pm across from the Quad on Man St.. 
the proposed site for the new bufcing 
FRIDAY: 
Homecoming Parade 
and Pep Rally 
Everyone wants those 
"I bleed purple" T-shirts! The annual 
Homecoming parade kicks off at S p.m 
Fnday. complete with horse-drawn car- 
nages, the Marching Royal Dukes and 
various JMU athletic teams After, from 
6-8 p.m.. the Homecoming Rep Rally 
will get the student body pumped up 
for Saturday's football game and in the 
purple-and-gold spirit 
SATURDAY: Post- 
Game Field Festival 
The  Homecoming excitement | 
doesn't stop after the football 
game against the University of I 
Richmond. After the game, 
keep the celebration go-1 
ing at the Post-Game Field I 
Festival on Godwin Field. 
Live music and and free 
activities are available to j 
everyone who stops by ! 
for the event at 3 p.m.. 
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Read a movie review of 
"30 Days of Night" at thebreeze.org! 
OUEOtf (T Dl/T     Br,an Balmages  "Portraits In 
l-47C^rV II  win.  Bluestone," world premiere 
OF HUSTKB, »G RVENUE AND SHIRIETS OF HOIIYWOOD HMGE 
<£«#       ^ 
All Shoes- 50% off 
A commissioned three-movement work to celebrate 
JMU's 100th anniversary, with the JMU Wind Sym- 
phony, Chorale and Orchestra. The show is on Friday 
Oct. 26 at 3 p.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
t 
IS 
Newhouse 
School: 
Come 
^ 
Syracuse University 
Meet Us 
and learn more about our 
Master's Programs 
Meet faculty, alumni and current master's students. 
Discover why the Newhouse Master's Program is the nation's leader in communications! 
Advertising • Arts Journalism 
Broadcast Journalism 
Documentary Film & History 
Magazine, Newspaper & On-Line Journalism 
Media Management • Media Studies 
New Media • Photography 
Public Diplomacy ♦ Public Relations 
Television, Radio & Film 
Information Session 
in Washington D.C. 
Saturday, November i 
Information Session 
in New York City 
Saturday, November 10 
Open House in 
Syracuse, N.Y. 
Friday, November 16 
For more information or to reserve a spot, please e-mail us at pcgrad@syr.edu, call us at 
315.443.4039 or visit us on-line at hrtpMnewhouse.syr.edu 
fytfM) Servers wanted, come in to apply! 
Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar 
Our expert Kyoto chef* prepare 
from appetizer to entree, your delicious, 
dinner at authentic teppan yakl table*. 
540.574.4901 orw-v^*-*-^ 
Sun-Thur,11am-10pm   ™^^ 
Fri & Sat 11am -11pm       LJJGMMJ 
829 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA 
TJT&C events are sweet. 
Dive In Movie 
•Wei i 
Kayaking Skills Practice 
*7\ 
'Can" *XJ Move 
No. 
Rock Cllmbng Hidden Rocks 
Kayak Eskimo Roll 
Geocachmg tFie Valley 
UREC is Hiringi CFieck out http://jmu.edu/jobllnk for more info. 
M95? 
\ 
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Sawhill Gallery celebrates the Centennial with theme of 'Duration' 
Two-week-long exhibit features 
work by both artists and scholars 
BY STEPHANIE GAMBINO 
(ontribytino. writer 
Sawhill Gallery gets into the Centennial spirit this 
week as it celebrates the opening of its latest exhibit. 
"Duration." 
The gallery wants to capture the spirit of history 
from the university's perspective, according to Stuart 
Downs, I fcrertor of Sawhill (iallery. 
lot OIL-, i-xhibilioii. then- was no set theine. which 
is uniLsual for the gallery. Also unique to this exhibit is 
the lack of a jurying process. While most exhibits hold 
a screening process for what is selected for a show, fac- 
ulty and faculty emeriti artists were invited to submit 
one piece of artwork to be showcased in "Duration." 
In addition to artists, the show also features schol- 
ars Both art historians and educators were invited to 
showcase an article or book. These selections can be 
found on a pedestal just before the entrimv w.i\ nit, i 
the gallery. 
Although the galler} is small, it contains ,i multi- 
tude of different pieces From traditional and contem- 
porary sculpture to definitive and abstract painting, 
the gallery offers a sample of the faculty's best work. 
This semester, in celebrating the university's Cen- 
tennial year, Sawhill Gallery will hold more JMU- 
hased exhibitions rather than bringing in artists from 
(Hit of town. 
"We don't usually feature this much of our own 
work," said Downs. 'Usually it is more international 
and national where M bring artists in." 
Sawhill (Iallery hosts about three to 6ve exhibi- 
t inns every semester, with each l;ikin&» .ibnul onewvi k 
to put together, including gathering submitted pieces 
and designing the gallery around the artwork. 
1 Viwns hof ies viewers will be able to experience the 
work for themselves A small information sheet that 
helps viewers as the) explore the gallery accompanies 
each piece. 
"We haw our usual cliental, art students and 
members of the local community," Downs said, but all 
are welcome to tome and enjoy the gallery. 
The exhibition runs through Nov. 2 with a special 
Homecoming reception on Friday from 5-7 p.m.. The 
gallery is open Monday through Friday from noon to 5 
pm and Saturday and SuniLn from a spin 
Do you have Asthma? 
Cold Study lllllll 
Volunteers (ages IK to -H) years old) are needed 
for a study aboul asthma and ihe common told 
The ultimate goal is to Improve asthma care 
Screening will involve 2 outpatient VISHS   lb 
quality you must have asthma and not smoke. 
Volunteers will he reimbursed $40 00 for each 
screening visa  Based on the rcsulis. those WOO 
qualify can enroll in a 7 neck Rudy (bom aslhma 
UNIVERSITY 
•°AARGINIA 
HEALTH SYSTEM 
and the common cold with reimhurscmen 
up to $1250. A 4-day hotel stay will be 
required during the 7-week study 
For mora Information and quoatton*. 
plaaaa call 434.H?-I4ti 
UVA Asthma and Allergic 
Diseases Center 
434-SB2-S421 
IRB HSR #12056 and 13236 
www.uvahsatth.com 
Hani li write for Arts k Entertainment? 
email us at immrts@fmil.iw 
1 
Catholic Mass! 
Every Sunday 
11:30am 
Grafton-Stovall 
5pm 
Festival - Highlands Room 
9pm 
Catholic Campus Ministry House 
More information at: 
www.jmuccm.com 
golden 
"corral 
Everyone deserves a good meal. 
10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID 
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS 
CALL 564-0477 
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS 
China 
Study Abroad 
Summer 2008 
Choose from these three programs: 
1. Exploring Layers of China (5 weeks) 
2. Chinese Culture Studies (7 weeks) 
3. Chinese Business Studies Minor (11 weeks) 
Enjoy China's natural beauty and learn about its history, 
culture, geography, economy, and business opportunities! 
Application Deadline: November 15th 
LK Don't get stucK on 
the beach this 
Spring BreaK! 
Learn hoW to    **»<*" DIVE    Price »l»» 
COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR 
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE. 
$5 OFF 
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change 
(with JAC card) 
Bring In thlt coupon and gal 15 00 off your naif oil changa at you naaratt participating Jiffy Luba * 
Coma In avary 3.000 mllaa tor a Jiffy Lba Signature SarvlcaV Oil Changa. 
•Thlt coupon It only radaamtbla at tha Jiffy luba at 1870 Eatt martial SI. Harrttonburg. VA. 
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change 
$32.99 
■ $5.00 
$27.99 (with JAC card) 
• No Appointment necessary 
• Free top off on your way home* 
- National database keep* a 
history of your Jiffy Lube eer 
Not oalid -"th othox oftsrs jtHy Lutw S-naturs S«rvK« 
»<• (•git.Wfcd Iroftomarha o( Jiffy Luba kil*rnjtton*l 
C 1004 SOPUI Products All Rights r»»..,«il 
i. 
TrH. Wrll  Oilr.l M.iih.i 
1870 East Market Street 
across form Valley Mall 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(540) 433-8599 
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Accounting for Your Future 
ceiebraUng75y#m 
www.goodmanco.com www.goodmanco.jobs 
We. re.  Wr\/\p,   «vre.cA    ^c-c-Ovy/yV^/vV^ 
I Ov./ ce_   e^   «^re_«A    txccov; AV\ A°\   M^\Or 
I Ov-/    <io   WnJL    /v\6AS 
At Goodman and Company, we congratulate you on your academic achievement We also want to offer you something 
an opportunity to pin our firm We are committed to making your life as rewarding as possible both in and out of the office 
We provide flex schedules, paid overtime and promote a healthy work-life balance While we offer the opportunities and 
challenges of much larger firms, we maintan a small-firm culture So if you value challengng opportunities, unparalleled mentorshp 
and asreat Quality of life. VOu owe it to vnurvlf tn rherk- us nut >>reat q l li , yo yoursel o c ck o
Sponsor of the 
Editor: lim Chapman 
Editor: Matthew McGovern 
sports@thebreeze.org 
(540) 568-6709 
Defense to face fligh'-powered Spiders 
JMU will have to contain Richmond's Tim 
Hightower and the CAA's top rushing offense 
ipomtdiio. 
On most fall Saturdays JMU 
football coach Mickey Matthews 
is pacing the sidelines with his 
game-time scowl, harking out in- 
structions to his team. 
But this past weekend the No. 
6-rankcd Dukes had a bye and 
Matthews spent the day watching 
televised college football, work- 
ing in his yard and playing with 
his grandson Jackson. 
By Sunday afternoon the leant 
and the ninth-year coach were 
back to work preparing for Sat- 
urday's Homecoming matchup 
against conference and in-state 
rival, No. 14 Richmond. 
"I never really got away from 
it," Matthews said of the off-week 
transition. "When we started 
[Sunday] at 1 o'clock »■ imni,- 
diately went back to game-week 
mode." 
Madison started practice 
Monday, its usual day off, to fo- 
cus the Spiders, (5-2 overall. 3-1 
in the Colonial Athletic Associa- 
tion) a team that boasts the top 
rushing offense in the CAA. Se- 
nior tailback Tim Hightower has 
rushed for 1,099 yards to lead the 
conference in that category, while 
scoring 14 touchdowns. 
"I think we're gonna have to 
tackle well, tackle better and get 
[Hightower) down on the flirt 
try," junior defensive tackle Sam 
Daniels said. He might make 
one defender miss and run over a 
defender cause he's a prettv good 
back." 
Despite being on a six-game 
win streak and rising to the top 
of the CAA South slanilinn.-.. 
Madison (6-1, 4-0) has struggled 
against the run in its last two con- 
l.-niiu urns over Northeastern 
and Rhode Island. 
Both the Huskies and Rams 
amassed over 200 yards on the 
ground as NU's Maurice Murra\ 
ran for 182 yards on 32 carries 
and URI's Jerel Jones picked up 
117 yards unjust eight carries. 
"Number one: if we tackle as 
poorly as we did against Maurice 
Murray, Hightower will have 300 
yards against us," Matthews said. 
The second thing: if we allow in 
[«4-yard| touchdown nm like we 
did against Rhode Island, Hight- 
ower will have 400 yards against 
us. If we do not tackle him [and) 
play our best defensive game of 
the year, we'll get beat." 
JMU senior defensive end 
Hassan Abdul-Wahid's appear- 
ance is doubtful on Saturday with 
a knee injury, and senior safety 
Tony LcZotte will be playing with 
a cast on his wrist after receiving 
scaphoid bone surgery last week 
The Dukes have adapted well 
to injuries this year with con- 
tinued strung play fruni veteran 
le.Hl,rs like [.eZotte and fellow 
senior safety Nick Adams. The 
Hiikcs have relied on three year 
AH-Confcrence and All-American 
.nul Ins leadership for 
four years, but Adams recent play 
has provided a needed spark on 
the defense. 
Adams leads the defensive 
secondary with 50 tackles and 
has tallied 23 tackles and two in- 
terceptions in the last three con- 
tests 
"I just look at it like each 
week, we just need to go out there 
and play as a team and that's what 
t 
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'BAR0' BREAKS 
IT DOWN 
BY JOHN BARAN0WSKY 
otftletK <ofr«pon4wt 
A week after the close nil .11 
Northeastern, my felloe Dukes 
and I were ready to redeem our- 
selves and take it out on Rhode 
Island. They 
ran a dif- 
ferent type 
of offense, 
the option, 
which is al- 
ways tough 
to prepare 
for as a de- 
fensive play- 
M 
_J As • 
defensive 
lineman I knew that most of the 
blocks I would be getting would 
be cut blocks, which is by far the 
cheapest way to block someone. 
But I just used the cut block as 
extra motivation to mash some 
I'KI linemen into the ground. As 
a defense we played pretty well 
against URI. with the exception 
of a few big plays and some dumb 
ix-nalties. 
On the offensive side of the 
ball we knew that the Rams had 
in ■venae D-line and tried to 
exploit that from the very begin- 
ning. The running attack worked 
very well against URI and helped 
to set up some deep shots down 
the field, which also paid off. 
I think the most improved 
aspect of our entire team was our 
kickoff coverage. Those guys flew 
down the field and really helped 
to pin URI's offense back deep 
in their own territory. All in all it 
was another key win for us and 1 
could not have been happier. 
And before I go, I have to 
thank the entire front row of URI 
fans. Your screaming comments 
about my "make-up" and how I 
should stop "wearing mascara 
and eye liner" really gave me the 
extra edge 1 needed to overcome 
my game-day sickness to pound 
your team into submission. 
BCS - Bringing Constant Strife 
SYUCHBcMUN 
DoilyOiongt 
DMD lOfWOUESI/ltb pkoM 
frnhmon formrd Cote Tysingei (left) hos mode on immediole import on die program in 2007 
Lowry, seniors test unbeaten 
home record on Senior Night 
lYWnHEWMCGOVHN 
rwttnt s»om eAtw  , 
James Madison lost its tirst Colonial Athletic Association game Sun- 
day against Northeastern, .1 team lied tnr last place in the conference. The 
silver lining.' Madison d.t 2-1 owiall. 6-1-1 in the CAA) still sits in a tie 
for first place in the CAA with William and Mary and holds the tiebreaker. 
Meanwhile, the conference Ion is MMIIIIK .1 team hungry for its first CAA 
championship since 2002. 
"We have lobe better defanahnty - not just in the back, oui midli. Id 
defense has to pick up, and our offense sputtered against Northeastern," 
JMU coach Dave Lombanlo said. "We're in a race, and our goal is for finl 
place — to be able to get the number one Ned and .1 bye 
Last year. Madison made its conference tournament as the sixth seed, 
the last team to qualify The Dukes won their first two games in the tour- 
ney and advanced to the championship game befon losing in sudden-death 
overtime to Old Dominion. 
When the Dukes defeated ODU 4-2 on Oct. 14, they extended their 
home record to 10-0 in 2007. Friday is Senior Night, the last home game 
for the Dukes, and former JMU assistant coach tlreg Paynter will be stand- 
ing on the opposite sideline coaching for Towson (9-5-1, 9-4-1). Paynter 
coached Madison for eight years before taking the head coaching job at 
Towson earlier this year, 
"It is the last game we II • vei pla\ at JMU, so we're fired up (and) uadv 
to go," senior forward Annie LoVfT) mid "We re trying to keep our unbeaten 
streak at home ... I told [Paynter 1 that it's my last game on this field and I'm 
not going to be satisfied with less than three goals, so we'll see what hap- 
pens." 
lowrv has seven goals tins season and is tied for eighth on Madison's 
career list with 26. Freshman forward Cate Tisinger has eight goals to lead 
JMU and all CAA freshmen. Her three goals in the final 15 minutes against 
Old Dominion propelled Madison to a 4-2 \ ict< n \ against the defending CAA 
champions. JMU's talented freshman class has revitalized the Dukes this 
year. 
"Last year there were | lot o| injuries |and| there were a lot of confi- 
dence issues too, putting people in different positions and things like that," 
senior defender Shannon Seipp said. This >ear. we've |similarl\| bad lots 
of injuries but our team has so much depth; once somebody comes out, 
s« SOCCER, pmt 14 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. When Kentucky 
football fans rushed the field after beating 
Louisiana State, when Stanford became a 
national story alter topping Southern Cali- 
fornia, when Colorado had its banner win 
against Oklahoma, the story became par- 
ity. And it was generally seen as good. 
Thai's because parity is fun. It makes 
Saturday more exciting and reaffirms the 
cliched notion that anyone can beat any- 
one. 
But good? It's not good for college foot- 
ball, at least under college footballs cur 
rent structure. 
The much-reviled Bowl Championship 
Series, which places the responsibOitv with 
a mathematical formula to figure out who 
should play for college football's national 
championship, is designed to pit the sup- 
posed two best teams in the nation against 
each other. 
But parity isn't good when we look 
at the BCS standings today and see Ohio 
State No. 1 and. Boston College No. 2. yet 
that might simply be because they didn't 
play l.SU's schedule or had a hiccup — or 
better said, a broken finger to its starting 
quarterback - like USC. TTiis is not to 
make am excuses tor teams that lost, but 
to acknowledge problem with parity, which 
arrives when the tough lesson comes to the 
teams that aren't supposed to lose. 
The BCS isn't going anywhere, at least 
not any time soon. This system is under 
COntncI Ud wO remain so at least until 
the 2010 bowl season. It's not even worth 
arguing What is worth arguing is whether 
this trend of upsets is helping or hurting 
a game devoid of a tournament, instead 
counting on a championship game data 
mined by polls. 
"This trend is here to stay," West Vir- 
ginia head coach Rich Rodriguez said Mon- 
day. The days of one or two teams domi 
nating like they were in the past. I'm not 
sure that's going to be the case anymore." 
Pie problem is the BCS was designed 
to pit those two dominant teams against 
each other. When those teams aren't there 
— or not as dear — it results with | 
for-all for a handful of teams. 
Confusion at the top of the BCS stand- 
ings because the best teams have one loss 
isn't a new thing. In 2003-04, one-loss 
USC was ranked No. 1 in both The Associ- 
ated Press and coaches' poll yet didn't play 
for the national championship because 
LSU and Oklahoma were higher in the 
BCS standings. Nebraska reached the BCS 
championship game in 2001-02 with one 
loss over Colorado, which also had only 
one loss. 
This year, the controversy might come 
because of an undefeated team in a weak 
conference. The two best conferences are 
clearly the Southeastern Conference and 
Pac-10. This is because of a concentra 
tion of good teams, which results in even 
the best teams losing. The SEC has no un- 
bntCD teams. The Pac-10 has just one un- 
defeated team remaining -- Arizona State. 
which has three games remaining against 
top 25 teams including USC ami Oregon. 
Ohio State received 57 votes for No. 1 
in The Associated Press poll this week, al- 
though noneol tlieir eight wins are against 
teams eunvnth ranked in the top 25. The) 
have two games against teams with such a 
distinction - No. 25 Penn State and No. 20 
Michigan. 
If Boston College finishes unbeaten, it 
will be ill accomplishment, although one 
■cuta ixl by beating just one team current- 
ly ranked in the top 25. An unbeaten Kan- 
sas would .ilsi 1 have just one win against a 
team in the top 25. 
Now this doesn't include conference 
l h.mipionship games or teams that might 
tmish strong, which would help the causes 
of both BC and Kansas. But it does open 
the question of what will happen if LSU 
and USC or Oregon finish the season with 
just one loss. 
If it's LSU, that will be an 11-1 record 
against six teams in the top 25, not even in- 
l hiding a conference championship game. 
If it's Oregon, it will be against four teams 
currently in the top 25. If it's USC. it will be 
against three teams in top 25. 
This shouldn't discount the accom- 
plishment of a team finishing unbeaten. 
But last year's national championship game 
when one-loss Florida destroyed unbeaten 
Ohio State was an indication that the loss 
column isn't always indicative of the better 
team. This is where parity comes back in. 
LSU loat to Kentucky, which lost to 
Honda, which lost to LSU. Parity has cre- 
ated an environment where the two best 
teams aren't always the ones undefeated 
after Thanksgiving. 
As long as the BCS is determining who 
should win the national champii mship, this 
is not a good thing. 
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FOOTBALL: Baker questionable vs. UR 
FOOTBALL, from Dtp 13 
we've been doing." Adams said. 
Adams and the defense can take comfort in 
the fact that the offense will be able to counter 
Hightower and the Spiders with the second 
OVenfl rushing offense in the CAA. 
Despite losing starting tailback Kugene Hol- 
loman for the season following knee surgery in 
week five, junior quarterback Rodney l-inoYrs, 
senior tailback Antoinne Bolton and a slew of 
young backs have averaged 245 rushing yards 
per game. 
Landers has carried most of the load, rush- 
ing for 712 yards and 7 touchdowns — the most 
of any CAA quarterback in both categories — 
and has thrown for ten touchdowns and 1.226 
v.miv 
The Virginia Beach native will need to keep 
Richmond guessing on the pass or run like he 
has done to opponents all season, but he may be 
without top receiver L.C. Baker who's playing 
time is questionable with a lingering hamstring 
injury- 
Matthews described the Spiders defense as 
more aggressive than the squad the Dukes faced 
last year in a 27-10 victory in the Virginia capi- 
tal. 
"I think Richmond will try to do what they 
need to do to win." Landers said. "I anticipate 
them having a game plan for us so we just need 
to be focused and bring our 'A' game." 
Kickoff is set for noon Saturday at Bridge- 
forth Stadium and student tickets are being sold 
on a first-come, first-serve basis. 
SOCCER: Last home game 
SOCCER, from pop 13 
there's always somebody else to come in and do 
a good job." 
Depth has allowed Madison to succeed in 
spite of injuries, especially at goalkeeper. Red- 
shirt freshman goalie Stephanie Poucher was 
forced into the starting role after sophomores 
Diane Wszalek and Missy Reimert suffered sea- 
son-ending ACL (anterior cruciate ligament) 
tears, and Poucher has notched two shutouts in 
four games so far. 
"A lot of teams would be devastated if 
they lost two of their keepers, but she's the 
same caliber as our starting keepers," Lowry 
said of Poucher. "She had a game-changing 
save against Hofstra. a kick save that was 
just tremendous, so we're very happy with 
her play." 
Madison defeated Hofstra for its sixth CAA 
victory in as many tries before losing to North- 
eastern. The Dukes will defend their unblem- 
ished home record against a Towson team tied 
for sixth place in the CAA. Against a coach many 
JMU players know well, don't expect them to 
holdback 
Conference Standings 
Team Overall (CAA) 
James Madison 13-2-1 (5-1-1) 
William & Mary 11-4-1(6-1-1). 
Hofrtra 12-3 (6-2) 
VCU 8-71(5-3) 
UNC Wilmington 8-6-1(4-4) 
Towson 9-5-1 (3-4-1) 
Old Dominion 7-5-2 (3-4-0 
Georgia State 8-7(3-5) 
Delaware 7-8(3-5) 
George Mason 7-8(3-5) 
Drexel 5-7-3 (1-5-2) 
Northeastern 3-9-3 d-5-2) 
r«t*st fwtUI: Wwt SK 
BY RYAN KERR 
(onfnbuling writu 
Welcome back fantasy owners. We're at the 
halfway point of the season and Week 7 provided 
us with some insight to keep in mind the rest of 
the way. First, if you are playing a team with Tom 
Brady as the quarterback, just sit back, relax and 
take the L. With five touchdowns alone in the first 
half. Mr. Boston can't be stopped. 
The Bills, Jets and Raiders are all bad. Really 
bad. The Bills have already made a QB change, go- 
ing with rook Trent Edwards. I expect the same to 
happen for the Jets and Raiders. Chad Pennington 
played fairly well, allowing him to keep his job for 
another week or two. The Raiders have the first 
overall pick and 64 million-dollar man JaMarcus 
Russel on the bench. It's only a matter of time. 
Lastly, look out for the (i Mm Eli Manning 
has finally hit his stride after years of underachiev- 
ing. He and Plaxico have quietly formed the second 
best combo in the league behind Brady/Moss (Sorry 
Peyton). Continue to start Eli, even if he was your 
second QB to start the season. Here are my studs to 
start, duds to sit. and sleeper picks for Week 6. 
sum 
l>errk \inlerson <l<-\Wiind 
The former Oregon State Beaver has solidified him- 
self as a legitimate fantasy passer since being pro- 
moted in Week 2. Anderson faces a horrible St. Louis 
defense that made Kyle Boiler look good two weeks 
ago. The Browns QB will light up the scoreboard like 
it's the 4th of July. 
I jne: ;(<M)MIS. 2 IDs 
Willit Parker, Pittoburgh 
The Bengals D has yet to put up a solid performance 
all year. With the NFL's fifth-leading rusher coming 
to town, don't look for one now. 
I in.-. 1-0 wlv, 1 ID 
MM 
< linton Pnrtiv Washington 
The depleted Redskin l)-line has yet to open holes 
big enough to Portis' liking. The Redskins play 
against New England's fourth-ranked NFL defense 
Sunday, so don't expect Portis to have a breakout 
performance. It also seems as if the knee tendonitis 
that slowed him thus summer is lingering. If you can 
start someone else, do so. 
,la\ (. iltlri. DeiiMM 
The Broncos have been the biggest disappointment 
of the 2007 NFL season. The bar was raised in the 
mile high city after trading for Dre Bly and signing 
Travis Henry away from Tennessee in the off-sea- 
son. Needless to say, expectations have not been 
met. Inevitably the blame always falls on the QB. 
Cutler needs to put this team on his back and show 
Denver fans why he replaced Jake Plummer midwa> 
through last season. 
Mike tam, Detroit 
With all of the attention being focused on Roy Wil- 
liams, Calvin Johnson, and Kevin Jones, look fot 
Furrey to quietly put up solid numbers against a 
leaky Bears D. 
< hris Chambers. San Diego 
The newly-acquired deep threat is the perfect fit foi 
San Diego's offense. Don't be surprised if Phillip 
Rivers throws a few deep balls his way. 
JelTOarcia w JMfcaonvfle 
or 
Brian (iri.sr \s. Detroit? 
In this week's favorable matchups we have a QB con- 
troversy. Reader John Hodges wants to know who tc 
start with his * 1 QB on the bench for a bye week: 
Garcia is averaging a modest 14.7 points per week, 
but has been limited by a mediocre receiving core 
and a poor ground game. Griese, in only three starts, 
is averaging 21.2 points and has posted back-to-hack 
300 yard games Mushin Mohammed and Bernard 
Berrian have re-emerged as serious receiving threats, 
with Devin Hester getting in the mix as well. 
Pick: With Garcia facing a tough Jacksom Hit 
D, take Griese and the Bears against ■ sof, 
Detroit sccondarv 
Mr. J's Bagels and Deli 
let Mr. J's Cook for Your 
Homecoming Events! 
Try one of our Super Stuffed Party Bagels, or 
Assorted Sandwich Trays with all the Fixings 
We have hot foods like Lasagna, Baked Zlti, Chicken Parmesan 
and Wings all prepared Just for your Homecoming Gatherings. 
Call one of our three locations: 
Send liyim fanu-x 
footlwll I'IIIIIMI'II at 
hinrpi'imtuiln 
BOMBAY COURTYARD 
Indian Cuisine 
BOMBAY COURTYARD 
Indian I umnc 
10% Off 
with student I.D. 
I 'iim in and \<>\i tan get 
15% or 20% offi Kind oui how! 
RESTAURANT 
The Home of 
Homestyle 
196 Burgess Rd., Harrisonburg, VA 
540-574-4666 Kevin Griffith, General Manager 
OPEN DAILY from 6a.m. to 10p.m. 
A SMOKE FREE ENVIRONMENT 
'CARRY-OUT* 
AVAILABLE 
EnMss cqvftns 
Haunted Cave 
Endless Caverns is turning Into Endless 
Haunted Caverns! On the dates of 
October 26th - 31 st, we will transform our 
beautiful caverns Into a haunted cave! 
Come join the fun and be 
prepared to be scaredl This is only for a 
limited time, so don't miss out! Haunted 
tours are scheduled from 6:00p.m. to 
IftOOp.m. visit our website at 
i    www.endlesscaverns.com for directons. 
For more Mbrmadon cal 540*96-2283 
SKYDIVE 0RANGE.COM 
WET YOU. 
1-877-348-3759, 
www.thebteeze.org 
Thursday. October 25,2007 [ 15 
(classes]     [(For Sale] 
YOGA for beginner? and omniming 
students New sessions slart (X-l.29 & 
*" More info at wwu .igtxtdslrrtch 
com Sal Nov. 10 day-long yoga semi- 
nar Diana ttoodall 4*2 WJ? 
( Homes for Sale 
looking for housing' Call OKI IK. 
million Really lot all ot your housing 
needs Penn I .mil (Crossroads lima 
Office) 540-433-2106, Harnwriburg 
MO-433-2454, Brt«ad«ay M0-R96- 
5253. 
(For Rentj 
ink SMI Manassullrn Res -n I agle 
Trace lime share, muting RI-.D week. 
S2kOBO IVtails   nnghefl1" iceeorj 
11 SMS SALB at SpOOWOOd Country 
(Tub hnd nf the Year Savings on Head 
& Prince Kdctjueis/ Bags, Prince ShOM 
and Adidas. Balle de Match. Kaelin 
& Nike Clothes. $10. $15, $20 A $25 
Clothing JMU Sale starts r-nday Call 
434-3434 
BLACK HONDA CIVIC EX 48 gnat 
•."minion.97k miles, manual. Call Dan 
'-   S7S2 
Halloween Pumpkins Pick your Own 
( tap SI. $2 or S3 each Route 33 Bat! 
ot Hunsonburg .' milcv I ollow Signs 
into Battlefield Ksutei i540i K20 4?s: 
HI NTALS I ok 2001  IHKC 2009 
2. 3, 4, 5. ft bedroom townhouses and 
houses for rent. Groups only Wilkin? 
distance to JMU Local owner Call 
(540)H2K-IV«vl 
10    BEDROOM.    3    BATHROOM 
HOI M .tv.ul.ible lul> us Includes 2 
refrigerators. 2 tfOVM .md private en- 
trance Unfurnished l-arge bedrooms 
and yard.*) miles to campus Group 
lease. $3000 month H28-0464 
Five. Six. Seven and Light bedmom 
houses for next year (540) V.X-J06K 
SHARE HOLM IN MASSANUT- 
li\   130   month OVR bedroom, bath 
roon (340) 2S9 I 
HUNTER'S  kirn;!   (OWNHOUSE 
Icnatiis wanted tor next year (OH-IW 
school yr) to rent privately-owned 
lownhousc in Hunter's Ridge Cor- 
ner unit. 4 bedrooms, new appliances. 
great location. re-uphoLstcrvd oWn 
and couches, double beds, parking tn 
eluded, ample rtlMof parking Clean, 
female tenants fi>r last 4 years S'l^ 
month for 4 tenants $385.' month for 
3 tentanis Call 401-714-8505 Of email 
«.ifl'-iiilii"jmuedu 
DEVON I \M - Bedroom lown 
DIMH   August   2008    S'XXVmo   540- 
433 rs6i 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM APART- 
MENT Great l< vat ion, almost new 
Masher dryer, dislmaslici. AC. no pets. 
Available 11/1,(340)433-130 
STONB0AT1 \ri Aval Dto. 2007' 
M/F Rent Neg (757) 8I.V0(rt6 
I ROOMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING 
08 Someone 10 take over my lease in 
Spring ot UK It's in Hunter's Ridge and 
it's $250 a month (7V?, *N-o** 
(Help Wanted j 
RE.MDI Nll.M Kl BAB II ( UNI 
CIAN l^akeview Virginia NeuroCare is 
runny loi weekend daylight and o\er 
night and fill in day. evening and night 
slnlts to work in our Wfcjwi < M ml 
dential home. II miles Irom campus 
Great job tor student \ it while rvMdcnts 
are sleeping you can be studying and 
earning a great pftwfcvcfc I vpeneiKC 
with residential Of assisted IIMII*.1 pro 
grams preferred Mcdicatnm ni.in.igc 
menl certiticaluxi • >r t NA a plus Valid 
VA driver's license, good driving record, 
high school diploma or QED. inmui.tl 
background check, pre employ men! 
phyacaj and drug lestnig is in.uid.i 
lory «i< - »l stiuting salary EOF. Mail «w 
fa* resume tn Program Administrator 
II0I-B last High St ChurloltesMlle. 
VA 22903 lax 434 293 2041 (434) 
9U S2IX 
SHENANDOAH VAI.IfA I ARU 
learning Center. PT help needed pre 
school class rooms. Ages 2 yrs. - grade 
K and after school program Call 438- 
1234. Center Hours 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
SPRING BREAK2008Sdl 1 rips, ham 
('ash and Go rrei* Call for group dis 
counts Best doth ^u.uaiitec-d' Into 
Reservations NO-648-4849 ww*si 
stiasel coin Reach new heights 
JMU SPRINt; BREAK! 
4 & 7 night trips   I .»w prices pm 
etd (n'Hipdisctiunis for 8* Book XI 
I ) free irips' < .unpiis re 
needed   www   SiudctiK n\ C0H 
or 100-293-1445 
Wahc -n Bake 
Spring Break '08 
• r|iniu a 
small pff) 
J. Travel rra«t 
www.sunsplashtours.c4m 
1.800.416.77 IO 
•BARTENDING' $250/ Day Potential 
No Experience Necessary. Training 
Available I800)<*65 6520XT2I2 
LEARN 10 BAKII.ND job placement 
payment plans jiggerxbartcndingschool 
I In iiinail com (540) 671 -1202 
ATTENTION ALL DJS 
Disc    Jockey     needed     for    lo- 
cal    cluh    llease    submit    resume   to 
VAMDCMASTERS4H 0M \si NI I 
INK RNssI I |i( D from the School n( 
Media Arts & Design Graphic Design. 
Web Development, and Digital Video 
( must ha*e completed or enrolled in 
SM\I> 1)2 and 103 lor the digital video 
position) send . v Mondijjnfegmail.com 
IN I I RNSIHPS. I'AHI I IMI Audio 
Intern- Involved with recording data. 
speech recording and editing Must be 
MS Office proficient, some audio n 
pcriencc Multi tasking and being a 
team player are important to this role 
Pedagogy Technician- Responsible f«H 
generating reports using F.xcel. Ouick- 
hose and the CDT I he ideal intern will 
be a stnmg team player while working 
in a fa«t paced environment Must be a 
quick learner, .itlentivc to detail, sell 
motivated and have (he ability to fallow 
complex instructions Project Manager 
Assistant- research reference material 
for language project related informa- 
tion, assist with voice talent recruits and 
monitor product evaluation Also data 
entry, and compiling, managing, and 
reviewing project data Excellent writ- 
ten and verbal -.kills a must Reliability, 
dedication and team onentation. with 
good time-management skills. The abil- 
ity to speak another language is a plus 
(540) 236-7505 
l.ooking for part time and full time em 
plovees to work with individuals having 
disabilities Interested parties please call 
432 3985 
I 
FAIR HAM N kl NIIH NUM. Part 
lime 3rd slutt small home tor MR 
adults On 'ill south ot 1-li.lon $1 K) 
8.00-f to slart 2 guaranteed raises in the 
ttrst year. A canng soul, but NO expen 
ciRc required Call 289-6622 
JAMAICA SPRING 
BREAK 2008 
( Wanted 
< i snunAi   . kiw   si PERVISOR 
Full lime position « uh ill,- Otv ot MM 
risonhurg Will supervise approx 3 cm- 
iilit) to work flexible sched- 
ule, if necessary, uniform provided 
Sigmluanl mstodial services expert 
ence required COL preferred lull de 
scription and application may lv ton rid 
at www harnsonburgva.gov [ Services 
I NlkH'kl Mlks W \N|| I) \re 
you ready lo make some $$$$'* Direct 
sales ol video email program Work 
your own hours For more Inform 
lion visit www vide.-emailw.oc com or 
email Mevfl B v idroemailwave loin 
( Travel) 
THE JAMAICA MUSIC 
FESTIVAL FEATURING 
ARTISTS SUCH AS: 
SHAGGY. BEENIE MAN. 
and much, much more! 
ComvrtDalm Marth lid 
10th 17th « 24th 
Book Your Trip Today! Contact: 
trvoimr ff rl 
1800.648 4849 1800 426 7710 
SKYDIVh' One Day huM Jump Imm 
IJ.W0- Olll (I-.KJIIU AILS' (..m 
pkle InformMion i% on \»»» skydivoti 
.jnstM.iniMiD'Mi tn ' 
Pall 07 - 
Rockin" iho Autumn 
Work! TheBreeze 
■8» 
Specialty Salesperson 
-looking for an outgoing, 
hard-working individual 
-Great experience! 
-paid by commission 
-20 hrs/wk 
Apply.online at joblink.jmu.edu 
call 540.568.6127 for more info 
Are you a Harrisonburg 
business that accepts 
FLEX? 
The Breeze has got 
something for you! 
WHAT: Full-color back page 
FLEX ads 
WHEN: 11/5 and 12/3 only! 
COST: $125 
(standard price= $372!) 
Full-tuition scholarships lor Nursing students! Serve as an Army Nurse caring (or American heroes & their families 
For more information, call 540-568-3633 or email kiplinle@jmu.edu 
/ . 
Limited spots left! 
Schedule yours today 
540.568.6127 
iThe Breeze 
J>nM   M.dj.on   I    r,,,,,,,,,'.    Si„d.nl    N."-,,A|M-. 
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IN LINE 
ACROSS 
I School tool 
o Sjhum vision 
12 Crestfallen 
l-S pigskin prop 
II c jrmtn" and Thr Consul' 
20GMNJ| peak 
21 ln-)ou(-fai'e item.' 
22 Director Ashhs 
23 SIDE LINE 
27 Extremity 
2K Nurse's helper 
29 East ender'' 
30 Sly trick 
*l » omposer Thomas 
.12 Rosky "s rival 
36 Author Anlonia 
38 Mingo's portrayer 
41 Fiddling empentr 
42 Turn of phrase 
44 SKY LINE 
52 Nonclerkal 
53 New Jersey athletes 
54 Scuba site 
55 TVs -Hi AS..,. 
57 Mischief-maker 
H Khone feeder 
59 Has mi 
til Singer Khan 
63 Naldi or Talbot 
65 Sly guy 
fiAMardi 
67 Went while 
68 HAIR LINE 
74 Breakfast frail 
77 Jeroboam contents 
78 Color 
7» t   r 11 ic !/.■ 
83 Speak one's mind 
84 Accent feature 
86 sinuii Yuughun 
88 Mrs. McKinley 
89 "Lorenzo's -" t'92 Hiiro 
90 Dividend 
91 41 Across'tutor 
92 Be a peal 
93 I.HE LINE 
99 Took on board 
100"- No Sunshine"l'71 hill 
101 1 'Millnt completely 
102 Aptitude 
105 "• and Misdemeanors" l'89 
lint l 
It7 Act like a chicken 
110 Belligerent deity 
111 Reminder 
112 Shade of green 
113 Year, in Yucatan 
IK. Ill i It 111 I IM 
124 Actor Chaney 
125 Past 
126 I \|M t is the worst 
127 Marls or Mantle 
SUPER CROSSWORD 
■ .' ,i * 
1 r— r- «. ID 11 
" 
11 u n 'C [TT-! 
'P ■m ' ' ■ 
-■' w H ■ ■ 
■ " ■ JJ M 35   I 
•' 
44 I4S 51 
.. ■ 
1' ■ ^ 
M *i 
B 
H 
■■ ^■105 m in 100 1 
^m ^■iii ■ 'U '14 115 
■•< 
1
   * m 1^! HI H 
i*> 1 i. H m ■ ■■ 
l2HSbe'sishrepdilr 
129- do»mdfslro>) 
I JO IVtrarch product 
131   Kingdom 
IM)WN 
1 DNMlflg fimn 
2 "Once' ■ a midnight dreary 
3 Balloon material? 
4 Be human 
5 Tracking tool 
6 Medieval weapon 
7 Bother 
8 Math abbr. 
'>Mc>rrw.r'Kaic&Allie" 
io Boyte'i coonm 
11 Lu.Vs landlady 
12 Made cotton candy 
I} Broadcast 
14 Thieves' headiiu.irtifv ' 
15 Anaiole Krance novel 
I f» Combs of baseball 
17 Glue guy 
19 Pelt 
24 (hciiiKal suffix 
25 PiHiltry purchase 
26 Wise guy 
M   Uoad 
32 Leg joint 
}} Pride til the pumped-up 
34 "• pn> nubis" 
35 Prune 
M Vtaal'l holding 
37 Linear measure 
38 "- a day's VM»II," 
W Hi-cayne Bay city 
40 "Aida" setting 
43 Club cost 
45 QB's stats 
46 Bounded 
47 Shun 
48 Beatles beater 
49 Cocky 
50 Medicine bottle 
51 Actress Sommer 
56 Youngster 
59 Squeezed out the suds 
60 Vacation sensation 
61 Numbers man? 
62 Kansas city 
64 Soon 
66 Show one's teeth 
fv9 Vane letters 
70 Serengeti sahib 
71 Cut of meat 
72 Blender setting 
73 Show one's feelings 
74 Bovine bellow 
75 "The Kamayana/'eg 
76 Coloratura Pons 
80 Neighbor of Niger 
81 Man or stallion 
82 Patrick of "A Clock- 
work Orange" 
84 Shakespearean intim 
tive 
IS Kind of pnnt 
M I isiions 
87 Owns 
90 Leonine Lahr 
91 Reasonably balanced 
94 See 109 Down 
95 China's - Biao 
% Skater Babikmia 
97 Amis' "Lucky  " 
98 Sound of disapproval 
102 Under the   (se- 
cretly, 
103 Cupid's missile 
104 Sierra - 
106 Philharmonic sec- 
tion 
107 Bleak critique 
108 Whirlpool 
109 With 94 Down, 
fragrant container 
111 Cornfield critter 
112 Only 
113 "Puppy Love" 
singer 
114 Gallagher of Oasis 
115 Utah city 
117 Actor's lunch? 
118 Self-esteem 
119 Theater sign 
120 Word with take or 
hang 
121 Solo of "Star Wars" 
122 Coleridge composi- 
tion 
123 "Good Cop" ('91 
film) 
&JU UCk   TrVcv 
I 
I Waffle Cones .55 Extra 
58 E. Wolfe St & 2t25 S. Main St., Hamsonburg 
South 
Main St. 
540-434-4014 
Downtown 
540-434-6980 
Pumpkin   Pumpkin 
CONE EWLY. ONLY OPEN NINE NIGHTS!!! 
VICTIMS WELCOME .' 
Results of the online poll: 
From Oct. 15 - What are your plans for Fall Break? 
Take a fun trip - 35 
Catch up on sleep - 33 
I've got homework - 28 
I have to work -18 
I'm not sure yet -13 
Total votes: 127 
From Oct. 18 - How was your midterm week? 
I've blocked it from my memory - 62 
Better than expected - 51 
I had no midterms - 39 
I slept through my midterms -13 
Total votes: 165 
Make sure to check out 
the new poll at 
thebreeze.org 
Next poll question: 
Should outside groups be able to speak 
freely on the commons? 
How smart are you? 
Check out the answers 
to today's crossword 
puzzle at 
thebreeze.org 
Friday Oct. 26 ami Saturday Oct. 27 Open 7:50-11 pjn. 
Sunday Oct. 28 Open 7-lOpjn. 
Tuesday Oct. 50 and Wednesday Oct. 51 Open 7:50-11 p.m. 
ADMISSION (6.00 
From Cross Keys Rd, lum east on Port Republic Rd Go 32 mi. and lum let! on Pine** Rd 
Go 1.8 Hi, and lum onto Valley Vie* Rd. Go 1 mi. Cornfield on light 
From Ri 33, Perm Laird. lum south on Lawyer Rd- tjrl-2.4 m 
Turn nghi on Pineville Rd. Go 0.8 mi. and lum leltjonto Valley VI, 
From R| 3*]. turn *sl or Port Republic fid. Go 16 mi, and^tmi right on Cwet 1„. 
Go 23 mi. and turn on Goods Mil Rd Go 0.5)mi. and lum aetf on topgley Rd. # JJi-ltt 
%*$* $>«, dp M_d.27.2r. 4 p-. 
\idl Service Salon 
Visit us at our new location! 
432-554 
2040 Dcycrir Avc. 
I larrisonburgVA 22801 
Across from Ciold's Civm 
October SpeciaCs 
•Facial 
"riot Stone 'Massage 
'rfigfdights 
10 Tan Sessions 
"We do body waxing 
$5 off 
$10 off 
$5 of 
Mention this ad to receive 
discounts, (good thru 10/31) 
Boston Beanery 
KtMUKAM     » 
AI4M-HN ^-v <<//_ """^IRB- 
(let tht Boston flavor down south.\J{»+ **llv» C(f 
*,»*">**< 
Halloween specials & 
Complimentary snacks from 
4:00 - 9:00 October 31« 
Open Late for You! 
Mon - Thurs until 12 a.m. 
In - Sat until I a.m. 
Sun. until 11 p.m. 
'^.7^ 
•«.*** 
«T 
*« 
1625 East Market St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540.433.1870 
■••",'.,','.' •'■•:..•.'.... *• *^*»"%^% 
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GUIDE TO HARRISONBURG 
WHAT'S INSIDE 
3 - Homecoming Guide 
10 -Editor'sPicks 
12-Best of the'Burg 
20 - Halloween Guide 
22 - 7 Things to do in and around 
the 'Burg on a Fall Day 
AALVIGO 
See the experts for 
transmission repair and 
complete car caret 
10 % discount with faculty/student IDI 
Brake Service & Tune-ups for the ride home! 
No matter what your automotive needs are, 
AAMco provles the service to keep you 
safeely on the road. 
Specials available et this Center only: 
Located on Reservoir St. (across from Costco) 
540-433-1212 
Contact Us 
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and 
distributed throughout James Madison University and the local 
llarrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should be 
addressed to Mary Prances Czarsty. editor. 
Main Telephone: 
(540) 568-6127 
Fas: (540) 568-6736 
Editor: Mary Frances Czarsty 
(540) 568-6749 
rditor@thebreeze.org 
czarstmf@jmu.edu 
Advertising l>epartment: 
(540) 568-6127 
News Desk 
(540) 568-8041 
newstrtthehreeze.orK 
Arts and Entertainment Desk: 
aeitft hebreeze.org 
Sports Desk: 
(540) 568-6709 
sportMiithebreeze.org 
Opinion Desk: 
(540)5683846 
opinion@thebreeze.orK 
Photo/Graphics: 
photoiathrbreeze.org 
gr phics@thebreeze.org 
® golden 
corral 
Welcome Back Alumni! 
Everyone Deserves a good meal. 
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS 
CALL 564-0477 
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS 
10% 
DISCOUNT 
TO ALL 
ALUMNI, STUDENTS, 
AND FAMILIES 
golden 
corral 
Everyone deserves a good mtil.' 
Guide to (he  Burg 2007 The Breeze | wwwjhebneze/>rg   Thursday, October 25. 2007 I 3 
Thursday, Oct. 25 
11 a.m. -2 p.m. -Commons Day, The Commons (Rain location: Transi- 
tions) 
8 p.m. - MTV's Rock the Vote 
9:30 p.m. - 'ncentives Auctioi 
Festival 
Festival (Lower Drum) 
10 p.m. - 12 a.m. - Late Night Breakfast, Festival 
Friday, Oct. 26 
8:30 a.m. - Alumni Golf Tour 
3 p.m. - 4 p.m. - Debut of Cen 
ment, Lakeview Golf Course 
fcnnial Music, Brian Balmages' "Portrait in 
Bluestone," Wilson Hall Audit rium 
4 p.m. - 5 p.m. - Performing 1  ts Center Groundbreaking, Future Site of 
the PAC (west side of Main Sti ;et, across from the Quad) 
5 p.m. - Parade, Duke Drive 
6 p.m - 8 p.m. - Pep Rally/Aluiini I,awn Party, The Quad 
7 p.m. - JMU Alumni Social, I owntown 56 
Sponsored by the Black Alumni Chapter 
7 p.m. - Women's Soccer vs. Tpwson, Soccer Complex 
Bring Your Friends Night - two free tickets when you show your JAC 
Card. 
All children 12 and under wearing a soccer jersey receive free admission. UCIIIII 
Saturday, Oct. 27 
8 a.m. - 12th Annual Dukes Family 5K Walk/ 
Run & Youth iK, UREC 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. - Mineral Museum Open, Memo- 
rial Hall 
9:30 a.m. - UREC Tailgate, Hanson Field 
9:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m. - JMU Architectural and 
Public Art Tour, in front of Wilson Hall 
10 a.m. - Alumni Tailgate and Field Festival, 
Godwin Field 
10 a.m. - Duke Club Tailgate, Godwin Parking 
Lot 
to a.m. - Graduate Duke Club Tailgate, Hanson 
Field 
10 a.m. - Pathways to Success Mentoring Pro- 
gram 
10 a.m. - Student Duke Club Tailgate, Godwin 
Hall Grass 
10 a.m. -11:30 a.m. - 2nd Annual Homecoming 
Tailgating Competition Judging 
10 a.m. -12 p.m. - College of Business Recep- 
tion, Showker Lobby 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. - Black Alumni Chapter Tailgate 
12:05 p.m. - JMU vs. University of Richmond 
Football Game, Bridgeforth Stadium 
3 p.m. - Homecoming Postgame Event, Godwin 
Field 
3 p.m. - 7 p.m. - BAC Day Party, Festival Ball- 
room 
3:30 p m. - Gospel Concert, Grafton Stovall 
Theatre 
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. - Alumni Dinner at DHall, Gib- 
bons Hall 
8 p.m. - Annual Homecoming Step Show, Wil- 
son Hall 
10:30 a.m. -12 p.m. - Office of Residence Life 
Reception, FYI 
uiiday. Oct. 28 
..m. - Student Ambassador Reunion, 
Jon Alumni Center Great Room 
xa. - Men's Soccer vs. George Mason, Soccer 
Complex - Free admission with a Homecoming 
Football ticket stub. 
AH children 12 and under wearing a soccer 
receive free admission. H'rscy TIN 
■ 
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Martin's: not your average grocery Shop for a good cause 
BY KRISHNA MORRIS 
vtoff wiiter 
With .i bakery, produce 
market, seafood section, butch- 
er shoppc. candy aisle and a 
fine wine and spirits section 
Martin's has everything you 11 
ever need to satisfy your wildest 
grocery shopping needs. 
Trie very first time I stepped 
into Martin's I was over- 
whelnwd with the amount of 
choices and brands that it had 
available. 
It offers a world class salad 
bar with over 70 items and its 
Market Fresh section features 
an expanded organic section 
with over 80 varieties of fresh 
organic produce items. 
**tt»e produce is brought 
in fresh everyday and rotated 
to ensure the highest quality," 
rmplo\w and senior Tre> Rick- 
el said. 
"Martin's also has a higher 
quality for some items. Tne deli 
has Boar's Head Meats and 
cheese, and the meat depart- 
ment has certified Angus." 
For those of you who want 
to focus more on your health 
and wellness, Martin's offers an 
extended variety of products in 
the natural and organic c.itt-Ro 
ries. whkh includes more than 
3.500 frozen, dairy and special 
diet selections 
With so many choices avail- 
able, the Martin's staff is always 
friendly and willing to help you 
locate and pick whatever is on 
your grocery list. 
"lT»e cashiers are friendly, 
along with everyone else. They 
even pay people to stand at the 
door, greet you as you enter 
and offer to lead your car for 
you once you are finished shop- 
ping." Rickel said. 
In a hurry? No problem. 
Martin's offers six self-scanning 
units to expedite the checkout 
process. And now Martin's even 
has Kasy Weigh statioas where 
customers can weigh their 
produce, bulk foods and other 
iti-ins within pach department 
to make checkout even easier. 
In addition to all the food 
selections and state-of-the art 
technology, Martin's custom- 
ers will find fuel pumps right 
outside of the store as an added 
convenience. Customers can 
pay at the pump and check 
their tire pressure ak>ng with 
other available automotive con- 
Comrounity service and in- 
volvement are also important 
at Martin's. To help celebrate 
the opening of its new store. 
Martin's provided donations on 
Sept. 11 to numerous organiza- 
tions around Harrisonburg in- 
cluding the Harrisonburg Res- 
cue Squad. Harrisonburg Fire 
Department, Harrisonburg Po- 
lice Department's DARE pro- 
gram. Harrisonburg City Public 
Schools, the Blue Ridge Area 
food bank and the Hamsonburg 
little league. 
Even with the selection of 
foods available and the quality 
Martin's upholds, there's still 
room for that extra hype the 
store deserves. 
"I still think it Ls the new 
grocery store, so people are 
thinking they need to go shop- 
ping and check out the new 
store,*' Rickel said. 
No matter what the reason 
for going, Martin's is definitely 
worth taking a look at The 
store is also conveniently open 
24 hours a day throughout the 
week. 
BY KRISHNA MORRIS 
stall writer 
Are you in need of some 
decorations for your apart- 
ment or dorm room? Look- 
ing for sona' new clothes 
for the upcoming winter? 
If you're a college student 
on a budget and looking to 
help out a good cause, then 
Tried and True is the place 
for you. 
Tried and Tmr || not 
your ordinary thrift store. It 
may be a smaller store, but 
it is still able to offer hun- 
dreds of products from any 
type of clothing possible, to 
computers, digital cameras 
and the occasional piece of 
furniture. 
And every purchase you 
make helps to financially as- 
sist several funds supported 
by Tried and True. 
It is Tried and Trues 
soul mission as a non profit 
store to financially support 
the Church of the Brethren 
(Global Food Crisis Fund 
and the Mennonite Central 
Committee (Jcneratioas 
at Risk HIV/AIDS I 111M 
through their profits. 
The Global fijud Crisis 
Fund is sponsored through 
the Church of the Brethren 
and seeks to fight malnutri- 
tion and infant mort.ilit\. 
strengthen the livelihood of 
orphans and encourage the 
independence of the poor. 
The Mennonite Central 
Committee Generations at 
Risk HIV/AIDS Fund is a 
10 million dollar initiative to 
educate and prevent the dis- 
ease by giving home-based 
care to those who have been 
affected by HIV or AIDS. 
The fund also seeks to care 
for orphans and children 
and assist clinics to canffor 
those who have AIDS or are 
HfV positive. 
Tried and True was 
opened almost three years 
ago by Ken Layman and his 
wife, Deb Layman. 
"We are a smaller.non 
profit organization, but we 
haw lots of good stuff." Mr. 
Layman said. 
And you'll never be tired 
of seeing the same thing be- 
cause every week new items 
are offered to keep custom- 
ers coming back for more. 
"Well keep an item in 
the store for a month ami 
if it doesn't get sold well 
bag it up and send it over 
to Goodwill," Mr. Layman 
said. 
For those of >ou who 
are feeling a little adventur- 
ous, Tried and True also has 
a silent auction where inter - 
ested customers are given 
a number and can bid on 
antiques and other quirky 
items available in the store 
Not in the need of any 
new purchases? Clean out 
that apartment or dorm 
room and help out by do- 
nating items to the store. 
Tried and True is always ac- 
cepting donations that are 
in good condition and all 
donations are tax-deduct- 
ible. 
Tried and True is lo- 
cated on 600 University 
Boulevard, across from 
Blue Ridge Hall and is open 
Monday through Saturday. 
There's Nothing to do Downtown 
Sure, that is unless you want to... 
Grab a cup of coffee Learn to pole dance 
Listen to hue muac_     get a manicure 
Take a k<iiff ing less*.'        U. ..... iLJc SALSA DAMCE/ 
shop lor jfwi'lry     Crc» ^ L** Ku-        Get a lib 
Bring your mom tea...     Make a Mug 
Watch the big game      Rent a costume... 
have your diploma framed!!! 
E^perienas Downtown 
ACCESS our ckwntcwn sxpprig and dxiiig guide 
www dcwntcwnham33Tbuigoig 
540 432 £922 
——————————————— 
rockt< town yarns 
Come Discover the Finest Natural 
Fiber Yarns for Knitting & Crocheting 
New Knitting Assistance Time 
Saturday 10:30a.m.- 12:30p.m. 
Fall / Winter Class Schedule 
More info at rocktownyarns.com 
% 
1 IS W Water St. 
Downtown Harrisonburg 
540/437-0411 
lues. 11-7:30, Wed. - Fri. 11-6, Sat. 10-4 
CilM0-2M41M« 
Free cart lentaf ^ 
itrijMU ID! 
PACKS ADD i.i . 
1nii)Gi: 
rv   con in B 
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New bar and grill offers fine 
dining and hookah 
BY ASHUY HOPKINS 
new editor 
Firetop Bar and drill has only been open 
for two months, but its already calling in the 
college students. 
Open everyday from n a.m. to 2 a.m.. 
the hookah bar offers a mellow atmosphere, 
a mixture of American and ethnic entrees 
and all the shisha you can smoke. 
As Firetop is a bar it offers customers 
all the features a pub but with a little extra. 
Happy hour runs from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. ev- 
eryday, but people ran stop by anytime to 
enjoy a cheap hookah. 
"We're not competitive with bars around 
here," Mim Luangraj. a server who helped 
the bar get started, said. "We look at our- 
selves as an alternative." 
the bar rents hookah's out to custom- 
ers for $795. which includes a choice from 
at least nine different flavors of tabacco and 
two coals, depending on the number of peo- 
ple smoking. Trie facility chargers for any 
additional coals after the first two, and does 
not allow for customers to bring in their own 
pieces. Customers also have the option of in- 
cluding a base shot into their hookah water 
for $2.00 to add additional flavor to each hit. 
The bar offers a variety of dining fea- 
tures.   Diners can decide for themselves if 
they'd like to lounge on a couch, sit up at a 
table, or party it up in the roped off VIP sec- 
tions. These sections are usually open to 
anyone on a first come, first serve basis, but 
customers can call-in ahead of time to re- 
serve the space. 
There are other upsides to Firetop as 
well. With reggae or other relaxing melodies 
playing in the background, patrons are of- 
fered a relaxing spot to take a break out of 
their day. 
"It has a very nice [atmosphere|," senior 
Brandon Pjwell said. "It's professional and 
calming at the same time." 
Powell added that the space is also ben- 
eficial to college students who can stop by 
between classes to smoke a hookah, relax 
or study. A regular customer to the bar. he 
has been coming almost twice a week since 
it opened, and is very impressed by the ser- 
vice he received. He said that while studying 
there one night the owners came out of the 
back to sit and chat with him for awhile. 
"TV>' were very friendly," he said. 
Even better than Firetop's great selec- 
tion, however, is the professionalism of their 
employees. 
Powell said, "I like it because actually 
know what they're talking about as far as 
hookalts are concerned." 
ASHUY HOPHnVwHr pi 
Firetop tor & Grill offer* a hoohah bar in 0 fine dining atmosphere H is located ol 1971 Evelyn Ryrd Avenue 
Check out our Exam Relief Guide on 
Dec. 6 
WHAT ARE YOU GOING 
TO LOVE AT QDOBA? 
" We now offer pork! 
f We are willing to assist with 
Student Organization Fundraisers! 
I Ask us how we can cater your next event! 
V Made Fast! Made Fresh! 
Made Right in Front of You! 
I 
.00 i 
MEAL1 
DEAL 
Purchase any entree 
I 
I 
223 Burgess Rd. 
X I C A N C, KILL 
540-564-1515 
and a regular drink 
for just $6.00 plus tax . 
Expires   12/31/07 
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Local market sells local 
grown food and much more 
Guide to the'Burg 2007 
IYWGAA WILLIAMS 
■Hi  ll* *d(tOf 
Like many small agricultural towns. 
Harrisonburg features a farmer's market 
where residents can come to sell their 
wares or to peruse vendors for their own 
purchases. 
On any given Tuesday or Saturday from 
r.irK April through Thanksgiving a per- 
100 on purchase fresh produce, flowers, 
baked goods, poultry, plants, homemade 
I-r.-ilis. cheese and many more homegrown 
products from Iricndly locals for * 
able pi"i 
Theorganizedl>owntownHarnsonburg 
Fanners' Market that residents eHJO) tO- 
day was started in 1979 by Samuel John- 
son, a fruit and vegetable grower, with the 
help of community leaders including Hel- 
en Wetsel, Nancy Garber, Rob Howarth 
and others. The Downtown Harrisonburg 
Retail Merchants wen- the initial Farm- 
ers' Market sponsors because they knew a 
vibrant market would draw people down- 
town. But. the real roots of the market 
started in the 1850 s on Court Square. In 
the 1950s Clarence Dellinger. a local or- 
ganic producer, began selling produce in 
the parking lot of the Harrisonburg Police 
Station. He later joined the organized 
market, according to the Harrisonburg 
Farmer's Market Web site. 
The farmer's market is located in the 
municipal parking lot on South Liberty 
Street across from the Daily News-Record. 
However, the farmer's market is currently 
seeking funds to build a permanent mar- 
ket pavilion elsewhere downtown. Archi- 
tectural plans have been completed, pro- 
viding a flexible design that provides fat 
the market space while preserving e\i si ni^ 
public parking. The estimated total COri of 
the pavilion is near $360,000. according 
to the Harrisonburg Farmer's Market Web 
Mir 
The farmer's market and friends orp- 
DjnttOO bopM tO lu\c the market pcvflioil 
open for operation in the spring of 2008. 
In the meantime, their current loca- 
tion is providing the Harrisonburg com- 
munity an accessible and convenient place 
to buy and sell products of all kinds. The 
market began with only four vendors and 
has grown to approximately 35 vendors 
per season, with average sales of $210,000 
to $250,000 per year, according to the 
Harrisonburg Farmer's Market Web site. 
Interested in writing for The Breeze? 
News? 
breezenews@gmail. com 
A&E? 
breezearts@gmail. com 
Opinion? 
breezeopinion@gmail. com 
Sports? 
breezesports@hotmail. com 
, 
1310 Hillside Ave 
Harrisonburg 
Across from JUU. 
off Port Republic Rd. 
next to Starbucks 
540-433-2229 
M-F 10-8     Sat 9-5     Sun 12-5 
No Appointment Necessary 
95 *19 
Designer Cut 
Includes shampoo, condition, 
cut, blowdry and style 
fantastic Sams 
Limn on* pereon per coupon Not vMd w«h 
othtt tptcuit Long or thk* h*.r etrtr* Valid m 
M«monbufg NxaUon onty. f»p.r« 12/31/07. 
$5 00 OFF 
Any Color Service 
Color starting at $35 
fantastic Sams' 
Lxrwt one penon per coupon No* valid with 
othoc tpaclafc. long <* tt»rt hair «ua valid at 
Hanttonburg touUon only EipMn 12/31/0/. 
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Oasis Gallery shows 
off local 'Burg art 
BY LINDSAY CASALE 
(onrribuhng wrtle* 
Most JMU students know 
that there are tons of great thing 
to do on campus and off. Just a 
few miles down the road on South 
Main Street, there Is a veritable 
grab-bag of cultural activities la 
take part in, including the unique 
and community-oriented < )asis 
Gallery. Oasis stands for "Our Art 
Space in the Shenandoahs II is 
an artists' eo-operatiw. supported 
by renowned Virginia art organi- 
zations such as Hie Arts Council of 
the Valley and The Virginia Com- 
mission for the Arts. 
What makes Oasis so unique 
is that it is run by the artists who 
work not for a salary but in order 
to exhibit at the gallery. This is 
what makes the gallery a co-op- 
erative, similar to the much-loved 
downtown eatery. Tne Little Grill 
Collective 
Oasis Gallery is a significant 
aspect of what has been coined the 
Harrisonhurg Downtown Renais- 
sance. According to HDR's Web 
site, the Downtown Renaissance 
began in July 2003. with the goal 
of rejuu'iiating Ilarrisonburg's 
downtown, making it more invit- 
ing and vibrant for residents * >t the 
city and JMU students. Cultural 
attractions such as Oasis and the 
other galleries downtown provide 
a welcoming and creative atmo- 
sphere for both artists and indi- 
viduals who appreciated art. 
TTie gallery offers many volun- 
teer and membership opportuni- 
ties for students and residents of 
Harrisonburg. Oasis particii>ates 
in an Art Mentorship program 
with JMU and students from 
Harrisonburg and Rockingham 
counties which provides the stu- 
dent with direct gallery experience 
under one of the many artists in 
the gallery staff. For those who just 
want to be involved with another 
aspect of this thriving community 
there are numerous events to vol- 
unteer for. such as the Annual Mu- 
seum and Gallery Walk. 
On the first Friday of everv 
A luslomer peruses the available wares at Oasis Gallery locottd al 103 South Main Street 
other month. Oasis Gallery shows 
a special exhibit with a reception 
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. to chat with 
the artist who created the woripj. 
The gallery changes its exhibits 
on this basis, and all pieces of art 
are for sale, with prices ranging 
from $10 and up. There is a wide 
range of variety of art mediums. 
including sculpture, pottery, jew- 
elry, prints, painting and woven 
clothing. Oasis provides a great 
location to find personal and one- 
of-a-kind gifts for friends and 
family, as well as a great place to 
just browse and admire. 
Oasis Gallery is open Monday 
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 
HMI9JM Meek* 
5 p.m., and Sunday u p.m. to 5 
p.m.. Further questions about the 
gallery can be directed to; (540) 
442-8188. 
CeCefirate 3-(omecoming 
with your friends 
anafamiCy at 
L=l 
ITALIAN   BISTRO 
15 minutes last on Rf. 3? in Mc(gafieysviCCe 
40L289-57, CaCC (5 ^  -5770 fo r 
reservatWBaiLdirections 
tymy Warn 
Pain & Injury Chic 
Mate's Ucgn.' In Spits Vtauv 
Dipbrafc Amman Aadomrt PIT Management 
Qiupocbciinioai 
'Treatment of Buck,  ' 
Muscle and Joint fain 
.inj In Chronic and 
Difficult Can 
'Incorporating a Variety of 
Therapies It Techniques 
jfjectiie Tain ■Resolution 
'Centred by 'Most Insurance 
7XS I-:. Market St. 
I Iarri'.<>nl>u!K 
(540)442-8588 
SLiunUin 
(540)'8854,157 
interdenominational chuah 
(ontemporay Christian 
Praise Musk With Band 
•    and Worship Team 
c allege Age c are I 
,111 MM Nights al 2836 Nutmeg 
Court Harrisonburg 433-4709 
ng At turner 
Aahb) High School 
1 hnsti.in EduacarJon I ,j .1 n 
Service ■ 10 a.m. 
Church Office Located at 
205 Dry River Rd 
Bridgewater VA 
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Local park offers tranquilily 
BY JAKE CHANDLER 
ccMrtiibutMf writer 
With all the stress in 
our daily lives, sometimes it 
can be good to take a break 
and enjoy the tranquility of 
nature. 
Purcell Park is the per- 
fect opportunity. Located 
only a few blocks from 
the James Madison Uni- 
versity campus, Purcell is 
the second biggest park in 
Harrisonburg with 67 acres 
of land that stretches out 
between Main Street and 
Interstate Bi. 
On one side of the park 
is a picnic shelter area 
with lots of tables, a large 
basketball court with four 
hoops, four tennis courts, 
and a see-saw as well as 
swing-set play area. 
Across the grassy cen- 
ter area that is outlined by 
the 1.5 mile pet-permitted 
walking trail that sprawls 
throughout the park, there 
is a backstop and home 
plate for softball games, 
an elaborate wooden play- 
ground area and an addi- 
tional scattering of picnic 
tables and swing-sets. 
On the far side of the 
park the walking trail con- 
tinues up through a hilly 
field and around a small 
fishing lake and a base- 
ball diamond complete 
with bleachers and a con- 
cession area. Next to the 
auxiliary parking lot there 
is a small stream with a 
wooden bridge that crosses 
over it leading to another 
two baseball diamonds 
and a football field that has 
goal posts, an announcer's 
tower and another set of 
bleachers. 
Purcell is considered to 
be one of the better parks in 
Harrisonburg by residents. 
Erin Stevenson, a junior at 
JMU, has visited Purcell 
Park one or two times a 
month since 2005. 
"I usually come to watch 
my two little sisters play on 
the playground or take my 
dog out tor a walk," said 
Stevenson. The school 
parks are okay, but they 
aren't as fun as this place. It 
has the best playgrounds in 
Harrisonburg so it's good 
for the kids." 
James Schultz, a stu- 
dent at Bridgewater Col- 
lege, agrees. 
"I've been coming here 
twice a week for the past 
year," said Schultz. "This 
park is the best for kids. 
It's bigger than all the oth- 
ers. When I come I usually 
let my daughter play on 
the playground and swing- 
set, or take her for a walk 
around the park. I also en- 
joy fishing at the lake on 
the far side of the park.* 
Read 
The Breeze. 
We promise 
you'll like it. 
Have a fun 
and safe 
Homecoming 
Weekend! 
Love, The Breeze 
The Hncc Arts & Craft* Fair 
November 10.2007 
11 am - 3pm 
i he (>id Pro shop 
(Stralon& Aspen ttav North) 
Urvce Resort members and 
resident artists and craftcrs wi 
be on display and have mam 
unique item- for Ilk 
(Iron < hristmai 
(audio. Original Art. leweliy, 
Quilts. Bab) items, md more! 
Preseason 
Weekday 
Ski Lift 
Special! 
Purchase now at 
IBS) >oar's price of 
$175 
in**! SwHfeq ilWnKWfl 
llmim I 
N.1 nfldduriag 
■ n n nvd "' 
MU 
Panaaw before pria 
increase tin  I" )l 07 
Kind out more ai 
www. bryceresort com 
Click INFO, then 
Bryce Events     mi|#>       o( ^       27J ^ 
Ski Boutique 
Open Sundays 
in October 
Sat. & Sunday in 
November 
10am - 4 pm 
I're-v 
discounts 
20%-50% 
oil'selected 
merchandise 
540-856-2121 
BatycVA 
It's that time again. Registration. 
Want a career-friendly elective? 
Test drive our hybrid major. 
TSC210 
^""w 
www.jmu.edu/tsc TSC?( 
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Painted Lady offers unique tattoos and piercing options 
BY ANNA YOUNG 
opinion lAtor 
South Avenue is home to one of the 
premier tattoo places in Harrisonburg, 
the Painted lady. Nestled on the corner, 
the white building is accented with purple 
and teat trimming, and looks more like a 
doll house rather than a tattoo place. Once 
I stepped inside, however, the slight smell 
dt -it.-rilization set in. The place is simply 
decorated, with soft gray walls, a pristinely 
clean hardwood floor, a plush, beige leath- 
er couch and a glass counter filled with 
rings, hooks, studs, barbells and other 
body ornaments. 
To the left and down (he hallway is 
where the dirty (yet exceptionally sterile) 
work gets done. There are two main tattoo 
rooms, "offices" as the Painted Lady crew 
likes to call them, concealed by black cur- 
tains. The walls of the room I stepped into 
were tiled with the same gray as the lobby 
of the shop, only one wall was consumed 
with a massive mirror, and the ceiling was 
strung with a few studio lights. The walls 
are littered with pictures of past artwork 
mostly in black and white. The most vi- 
brant thing in the room was the purple 
countertop that held the tattooing equip- 
ment. The room was immaculately clean 
— almost too clean — but comfortable. 
Several years ago, Eric Conley walked 
into the Painted Lady to get "some work 
done." as tattoo aficionados like to call 
it. Now, he has been the manager at the 
Painted lady for more than five years. 
"I came in for a second job, and six 
months later I became the manager," he 
said. 
A southpaw local from Elkton. Con- 
ley's skin is tanned and branded with 
checkerboard sleeves and actual games of 
tic-tac-toe played by other artists inked on 
his arms. He also has a row of gold rings 
in both ears, and a silver labret stud peeks 
out from Conley's paling blond beard. 
Even though he manages Painted I -t<l\ 
Conley is also a part-time tattoo artist, and 
does anywhere from 10 to 25 tattoos a 
week. Though he's been drawing and de- 
signing tattoos for years. Conley has only 
been an artist for four years. Tribal art and 
flowers are his favorite tattoos to do, but 
he won't tat portraits under any circum- 
stances. 
Conley is in the process of gaining own- 
ership of the Painted lady from current 
owner Robin Hartman. Hartman, who is 
rarely present at the Painted lady, offered 
Conley the place a few months ago. 
Marty Tribblc, a senior English major 
at .JMU, has worked at Painted lady for 
almost four months. Although he legally 
can't touch the tattoo machine, Tribble 
works at the front desk and does other 
odds-and-ends jobs around Painted Lady. 
Though Tribble shies away at the idea 
of piercing his body, he has a number of 
interesting tattoos. Even though he doesn't 
have a license to tattoo, Tribble feels he 
knows a lot about the art. 
"You can be a guy that gives tattoos, 
or you can be a tattoo artist," Tribble said. 
"We talk some people into getting really 
creative stuff instead of just trying to get 
their money. This is not just a job, it's an 
art." 
Tribble, however, gives a word of ad- 
vice to the weary: 
"The initial threat of pain keeps some 
people from getting tattoos, when really 
it's not that severe." he said. He advises to 
have a specific idea for a tattoo that means 
a lot to you and think about it thoroughly 
before getting anything done. 
Jason Bradford, 30, the only hill-time 
tattoo artist at the Painted Lady, had just 
finished tatting a tribal eagle on what ap- 
peared to be a college student when I in- 
troduced myself in the lobby of the Painted 
lady. 
Dressed in a black T-shirt with a black 
bandana around his neck, khaki shorts 
and black old-school Vans, he took quick 
drags from a cigarette while he told me 
how much he loved his job. 
His head is shaven to the skin, so oth- 
ers can see his skull tattoo on the crown of 
his head. He has two tiny nose studs, one 
in each nostril, and lip ring in the center of 
his bottom lip. 
When asked how many tattoos he has, 
all Bradford can do is shrug and say he's 
lost count. He even adds that he's given 
himself a couple tattoos, and proceeds to 
show me a few. He is certainly no betrayer 
to the business. 
Bradford got into tattooing because 
of the scene he was into - he was a rebel, 
punk rock, skateboarding kind of kid. His 
favorite tattoo style is black and gray-scale 
shading with a liking to line-heavy art. 
"So.Cal, Latino style," he said. 
"People think (tattooing) is a big rock 
star, 'Miami-lnk'-type lifestyle - it's not," 
he said. "But it is a blessing to be able to 
express myself." 
Bradford eats, drinks and dreams ink 
"I love tattooing," he said. "I have no 
regrets and there's nothing I'd rather be 
doing with my life." 
The second oldest tattoo parlor in 
Harrisonburg only to T.J's Demograph- 
ics, which has been in business for 18 
years, Painted lady will he blowing out the 
candles on her birthday cake to celebrate 
10 years of expertise and service to the 
Harrisonburg community. 
Reprinted from the Sept. 6,2007 issue 
o/The Breeze. 
Copper Beech 
Townhomes & 
Apartments 
NOW 
LEASING 
H*rrisonburg#d>ccch.cotn 
Phone: 540.438.0401 Copper Beech Leasing Office 
Directions to leasing offcetfrom JMU) 
Make a right out of JMU main entrance 
At stop light make a right onto S. Main St. 
Make a right on Newman Avenue 
Make a left on Mason St. 
Make a left on Wter St 
There are two parking lots on the 
left and one on the right Park in 
one of these lots, the leasing office 
is on the left hand side. 
hx: S40.438.0403 
wwwcbeedLcoB 
Limited Availability    25 E w»ter street Hamsonburg. VA ^ ™\   F:      ;; 
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Editor's Picks 
We asked our fellow Breeze editors to tell us 
about some of their favorite places to eat in 
the 'Burg. A&E, news, opinion, sports, copy 
and even the editor-in-chief herself told us 
about some of their favorite places to hang 
out or grab a bite to eat in Harrisonburg. 
Franco's Pizza takes care of 
students' stomachs 
IYKEUY FISHER 
It's the end of a long week and I'm 
finally done with my classes. Naturally, I 
want to treat myself to a congratulatory 
meal for getting through a week filled 
with presentations and tests. So I head to 
the place that always satisfies my hunger 
needs: Franco's Pizza. 
Now. I'm usually very picky when it 
OOtDM to food: plain burgers, plain pizza, 
plain everything But there's something 
about Franco's Chicken-Barbeque Pizza 
th.il makes me weak in the knees. With its 
combination of BBQ sauce, chicken and 
mixture of cheese. Franco's provides a 
she of pizza that really can't be beat. 
Franco's selection of gourmet pizzas 
rivals any top pizzeria. Tliey carry a variety 
of selections, including an OWnfand 
stuffed lasagna pizza, all served by the slice 
for under $4. The slices are so large and so 
packed with ingredients that one slid- is 
enough to satisfy just about am<>m 
Beside-   pizza.    Franco's    also   senes 
baked Italian specialties such as manicotti, 
stuffed shells and baked ziti. 
Several pasta dishes are listed on the 
menu, making sure there is something for 
everyone. 
Not in the mood for pasta? Try the 
selection of subs that including a classic 
Italian sub, meatball Parmesan or their 
veggie sub. 
For those over 21, Franco's also offers 
a wide selection of beer and wine, which is 
also available to go. 
What's great, besides the food, is 
the price. Everything on their menu is 
under $15, perfect for a college student's 
budget. located in the shopping Mecca 
of Harrisonburg, a.k.a. the Wal-Mart 
shopping center. Franco's is the perfect 
plan- to grab a bite to eat after an afternoon 
of shopping 
So if you are in the mood for some 
quality New York-style pizza or an Italian 
treat, head to over to Franco's. They'll take 
care of you. 
Franco's Pizza is located at 225 Burgess 
Road, in the Wal-Mart shopping center. 
Don't miss out on The Breeze's last 
special section of the semester, 
THE EXAM RELIEF GUIDE 
...call now to place your ad! 
568-6127 
CUSTOM PRINTED SPORTSWEAR 
SCREENPRINTING - PROMOTIONAL ITEMS • EMBROIDERY • TRANSFERS 
Order your group's printed garments in our 
wholesale shop & feel good about it. LAUGHING DOG 
is one of the few companies in the country using 
waterbase inks.  We offer AMERICAN APPAREL 
BELLA & Certified Organic Cotton Apparel 
made in the USA. Be cool with a conscience. 
LOW PRICE BEST SERVICE SINCE 1990 
Show your JAC card) and gat 
a free t-ehirt whan you place your order 
See a catalogue for styles 6 colors on our website 
www.laughingdogtshirtsandgifts.com 
I 
CUSTOM PRINTED SPORTSWEAR & UNIQUE GIFT SHOP 
82 SOUTH MAIN ST    DOWNTOWN    HARRISONBURG   VA 
540-  564-0928 
SHOP PEACEFULLY IN OUR UNIQUE GIFT STORE 
We offer a fine selection of 
SILVER & ECLECTIC JEWELRY • CHIMES 
GREETING CARDS* JOURNALS* FINE ART 
GREAT SELECTION OF BUMPER STICKERS 
INCENSE • OILS • CANDLES • TAPESTRIES 
FAIR TRADE COFFEE & TEA* COOL POSTERS 
SOAPS •TEA POTS • & MORE 
Coma & see SPARKY the amazing 
peace dog 
COOL & UNIQUE GIFT SHOP 
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Little Grill Collective experience not just for hippies 
8Y MARY FRANCES UAASTY 
editor in chief 
There's a sign in the window al The 
Little Grill Collective that reads: "Hippies 
use side door." 
I don't have much hippie in me. I'm re- 
ally not much of an idealist. But 111 take 
that label for some fried potatoes and free- 
trade coffee off of the Little Grill breakfast 
menu any day of the week. 
The establishment runs as a collec- 
tive - meaning that each employee has 
an equal share in its ownership. In keep- 
ing with its community and earth-friendly 
vibe, the menu is vegetarian-friendly, but 
meat lovers won't find bacon wiped off the 
menu. 
As a sophomore. I ate breakfast every' 
Saturday with my roommate and good 
friend beneath the giant Martin Luther 
King. Jr. photo. With its eclectic decor 
and amazing chocolate chip pancakes, our 
routine was easily my favorite part of the 
week. 
We always used to joke that you can't 
be sad there. It was our happy place. Our 
favorite waitress, a Reese Witherspoon 
look-alike, knew our orders by heart. (The 
conservative in me kept me from changing 
my order.) 
While I find breakfast to be Little Grill's 
strongest meal, the lunch and dinner menu 
won't disappoint you. Saturdays and Sun- 
days around ii a.m. are usually packed for 
breakfast, so if you're interested in break- 
fast for dinner, try Thursday nights — and 
then stick around for open mic night. 
Mondays are soup kitchen days, and 
the collective is closed to paying ciistimi- 
ers. Instead, patrons are invited to a com- 
munity meal for free. If volunteering is 
your thing, stick around to help clean up. 
The LG is all about breaking down social 
barriers by creating a place where every- 
one feels welcome. 
1 love looking around and seeing the 
variety of customers - young, old, student, 
parent, businessman or yes. hippie, - dig- 
ging in and bonding over hearty meals. 
Check out its Web site for theme nights 
and concert dates at littlegrillcollective. 
com. 
Groovy. 
ISUU DONS/ranrtMi* ptaiopwhtr 
Ito Little Grill Collective ii Iwottd at 421 Horth Main Street in Hoiriionburg. 
Read The Breeze every Monday and Thursday! 
look tempting? 
.call us first 
digerati 
^ifuUspywore removal 
laptop repov 
data recovery 
reformat/remsIoH 
540.437.3737 
special order ports 
tune-ups 
pc and mac service 
**e(eu network! ■ i v. n 
upgrades 
(form* r' 
«W unr.om'f t*vtJ , MiloWires 
West Side Barber Shop 
Salon MvllH'J 
*** 
(540)442-6722 
635 West Market Street 
(Roule33Wesli 
-      Restaurant 
Banquet Facility 
Lunch & Dinner Monday-Saturday 
Sunday Brunch 
tuploMpmplei 
Fresh Seafood, 
Poultry, Steaks, 
and I'.isi <i 
I Iimlcmdilc Desserts 
Now Accepting JAC 
(540)564 2988 
380 University Blvd. 
Located across from 
Regal Cineoiai 
^itiif'ft"J1l<.'us»rt5'Rt>taurd»if.Ct>m 
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2007-2008 contest 
IJRC 
1. Best Tanning Salon 
• Bayside 
• Beach Bum 
• Caribbean 
• Simmons 
2. Best Nail Salon 
• Unique Nails 
• Asia Nails 
• Tangles 
• US Nails 
• Nails Spa 
3. Best Hair Salon 
• The Studio 
•NY Style 
• Fantastic Sams 
• Tangles 
4. Best Mexican Food 
• El Charro 
• Quick Market & Del 
• Jalisco 
• Qdoba 
5.Best Pizza 
• Luigi's 
• Anthonys Italian Touch 
• Anthony's Campus 
• Franco's 
• L'ltalia Pizza & Pasta 
• Chanello's 
6. Best Fine Dining 
• Downtown 56 
• Kyoto 
• Joshua Wilton House 
• Cally's 
• L'ltalia 
•Taste of Thai 
7. Best Chinese Food 
• China Express 
• Great Wok 
• China Jade 
• China Inn 
8. Best Italian Food 
• Luigi's 
• L'ltalia 
• Franco's 
• Little Italy 
9. Best Ethnic Cuisine 
• Kyoto 
•Taste of Thai 
• Saigon Cafe 
• Indian American Cafe 
• Xenia 
• Blue Nile 
10. Best Late-Night Food 
• Chanello's 
• Dairy Queen 
• Dave's 
•Jimmy John's 
11. Best Breakfast 
•Mr.J's 
• Litdc Grill 
• Cracker Barrel 
• Cinnamon Bear 
• IHOP 
• WafHc House 
12. Best Burger 
• Dave's 
• Five Guys 
• B Dubs 
• Rocktown Grill 
• Ham's 
13. Best Cheap Eats 
• Jess' Quick Lunch 
•Little Grill 
• Kitchen Classics 
• Sam's Hot Dog Stand 
14. Best On-Campus Dining 
• D-Hall 
• Madison Grille 
• Market One 
• Mrs. Green's 
• Festival 
• PC Dukes 
15. Best On-Campus Hang Out 
•TDU 
• Airport Lounge 
• The Quad 
• Festival Sports Lounge 
16. Best Place to Study 
• Library 
• Barnes & Noble 
• Airport Lounge 
•TDU 
17. Best Ice Cream 
•Kline's 
• Bruster's 
• Cold Stone 
18. Best Place to Live (Off-Campus) 
• Downtown 
• Stone Gate 
• Sunchase 
• Pheasant Run 
• Forest Hills 
• Forest Hills Manor 
• Fox Hills 
• Ashby 
mr- B**mm 
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19. Best Place to Live (On-Campus) 
• Trcehouses 
• Hillside 
•Eagle 
• The Village 
• Chesapeake/Potomac 
•Quad 
• Rockingham 
20. Best Vehicle Repair/Service 
• Shenandoah Automotive 
• Midas 
• Meineke 
• All Tune & Lube 
• Firestone 
21. Best Live Music 
• The Pub 
• Rocktown 
• Artful Dodger 
• Dave's Downtown 
22. Best Tourist Attraction 
• Luray Caverns 
• Endless Caverns 
• Shenandoah National Park 
• Skyline Drive 
23. Best Coffee Shop 
• Starbucks 
• Greenberry's 
• Old Dominion 
• Earth & Tea Cafe 
• Cool Beanz 
• Daily Grind 
. Best Grocery Store 
• Martin's 
• Sharp Shopper 
• Food Lion 
• Kroger 
• Wal Mart 
25. Best Spa/Message Parlor 
• New Day Therapeutic 
••UREC 
• Tangles 
• Beauty Spa 
26. Best Tattoo Parlor 
• Alley Cat 
• Painted Lady 
• TJ's Dermagraphics 
27. Best Thrift Store   ' 
• Glen's Fair Price 
• Goodwill 
• A World of Good/Artisan's Hope 
• Mercy House 
28. Best Hookah Bar 
• Isis Cafe 
• Firetop 
29. Best Downtown Hang-Out 
• Dave's 
• Luigi's 
• Artful Dodger 
• Finnigan's 
• Cally's 
30. Best Night Life 
• Rocktown 
• The Pub 
• Dave's 
' Luigi's 
Artful Dodger 
Finnigan's 
m 
32. Best Sandwich Shop 
• Jimmy John's 
• Panera 
• Kitchen Classic 
• Padow's Deli 
• The Galley 
VOTE NOW 
www,theb 
31. Best Cab Service 
• ABC Cab 
• Royal Cab 
• Fiesta 
• Yellow Cab 
33. Best Golfing 
• Heritage Oaks 
• Packsaddle 
• Lakeview 
• Mulligan's 
34. Best Gym 
• UREC 
• Gold's Gym 
• Harrisonburg Fitness 
35. Best Florist 
• Flights of Fancy 
• Blueridge Florist 
• Victoria Floral 
• Blakemore's Flowers 
36. Best Jeweler 
• James McHone 
• Wilson Jewelers 
• Glassner Jewelers 
• Friedman Jewelers 
• Christopher William Jewelers 
37. Best Lawyer 
• Robert Keefcr 
• Paul Duggan 
• H. David O'Donnell 
• Kathleen M. Mizzi Todd 
• Aaron L. Cook 
38. Best Sports Bar 
• Ham's 
• B Dubs 
• Time Out Sports Lounge 
• Chili's 
• Rocktown Grill 
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priceless 
Rent-A-Car / ^jjj] 
tudents 18 and Older 
1 Block from Walmart 
540-438-9763 
1851 RESERVOIR STREET www.rentAwreck.com 
SAINT STEPHEN'S 
UNITED CHURCH 
of CHRIST 
We are a welcoming church to 
all of God's people. 
We are open to havinglMU students sing in our choir or 
solos for which we offer a stipend. 
Pastor 
Tresa F. Quarles 
Fellowship at 10:00 A.M. on Sundays 
Youth Sunday School at 10:45 
Worship at 11:00 
(540) 434-6290 358 South Main Harrisonburg, VA 
Got a Speeding Ticket? 
SPEEDOMETER CALIBRATIONS 
KNOW YOUR SPEED, DON'T GUESS 
SPEEDQUEST 
540-434-8800 
Jiu-jitsu 
Harrisonburg Dojo 
(Traditional Japan MA.) 
Intro to Jiu-jitsu 
at H'burg Dojo 
Sat Oct. 27 10am 12pm 
Cost $25 
Not the Sport, 
this is REAL! 
w^.harrisonhuraaojo.com       JSrWSSSS^KS 
Directly Behind Valley Mall 1711 NeffAve. 5W-433-7300 
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT* 
HEADLIGHT TO TAILPIPE REPAIRS 
FOR ALL DOMESTIC & IMPORT VEHICLES 
Complete Automotive 
Service Center 
Import and Domestic     Computer Diagnostics 
Air Conditioning     Brakes     Tune-ups     Engine Replacement 
Transmission Replacement 
SHENANDOAH AUTOMOTIVE 
SERVICE CENTER, INC 
1930 FRICKSON AVF 
HARRISONBURG, VA 2280 J 
0 AUTOMOTIVE ■ MCCLLENCV 434-8191 •Cannot be used with■other discounts advertised specials, or State Inspection Fees 
Reduced to 9% When Parents Make Payments by Phone ■   ■ ■ ■ (Max Discount up to S106)    
Approved 
Auto Repair 
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Artful Dodger offers activities for both day and night 
BY KELLY CONNIFF 
copy editor 
Not many places can boast being both 
a coffeehouse and cocktail lounge, bin the 
Artful Dodger manages to do it and then 
some. Located in the heart of Downtown 
Harrisonburg, right outside Court Square, 
the Dodger is a hotspot full of activity both 
during the day and night. 
The brick building is covered in bright- 
ly colored murals and covered in paint- 
ings, creating an inviting atmosphere be- 
fore you even step inside. Inside, the bar is 
slightly dark, featuring bright lights shin- 
ing on different areas, including the bar, 
the DJ area and different reading nooks. 
During the day, the Dodger "Hers 
a relaxed atmosphere for studying and 
reading. The coffeehouse is filled with 
comfortable chairs and reading lights so 
that people can grab a seat and get cozy 
while they read Many people choose to sit 
outdoors during the recent nice weather, 
bringing their laptops and books with 
them. 
The Artful Dodger also offers a variety 
of appetizers that range from the common, 
such as Loaded Fries and a Nachos Platter 
to the more gourmet options, including 
Cantonese Chicken Rolls and a Baked Brie 
Plate. In addition to several salads, flat- 
breads ranging in style from spicy Chipo- 
llc Chicken to a vegetable tilled Gardens 
Gift are offered on the menu. Creative 
sandwiches like the Gobbler feature tat- 
free turkey and smoked gouda while the 
Red. White & Blue quesadilla offers grilled 
chicken, buffalo wing sauce and gorgon- 
/ola cheese. 
The Dodger really lives up to its name 
at night, when the cocktail lounge opens; 
the music starts playing and people begin 
to pour in. The cocktail lounge offers a full 
bar that is buffeted by the variety of mu- 
-ii played On the weekend the cocktail 
lounge regularly hosts DJs that spin a va- 
riety of styles of music. As niglils get later, 
dancing always occurs, as the dance floor 
tills until last call. 
The cocktail lounge is famous for host- 
ing theme nights including St. Patrick's 
Day. Anti-Valentine's Day and New Year's 
Eve parties. This year the Dodger's After 
Dark program will present its Annual Hal- 
loween Festival of Freaks that includes 
events such as Voodoo on the Bayou fea- 
turing DJ Miz Master Mike. Trick of Treat! 
With Midnight Martini Madness and a 
Saints & Sinner party with DJ Fason. 
The Artful Dodger is located at 47 
Court Square in Downtown Harrisonburg 
and is open until 2 a.m. seven nights a 
week. 
Movers Automotive 
ASE certified        ASA member        State Inspections        Minor and Major repair: 
Computer Diagnostics on ALL Import & Domestic Vehicles 
10%offwithJMUID 
8% discount with credit card payment over phone 
61 J West Market Street 
llamsunburg, VA 22801 
(540) 434-7525 
Fax: (540) 434-7579 
MW»D00OV«r»l***.|*« 
Ihe Artful 0«lo«r oilers 0 full menu including solads. flotkteods ond sondiridies. 
Read The Breeze every Monday and Thursday. 
Grill 
OCTOBER 26,2007 
The IrVorx 
Voted Valley's Best Cover Band 
OCOTBER 27,2007 
lack-to-Zcro 
w      A Great Party Band 
(540)434-7282 
www.rocktowngrill.com 
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Mexican flare in the 'Burg 
ootest stutt on eorthl 
burton Spyder K2 
Kide Columbia Atomic 
Lib  Tech Dragon Rome 
32 Oakley 
0/-0tt gear   is  nere! 
W/  geui   is on cleaiancei 
Rent gear tor the 
season for 
433-7201 
www.tunc 
BYSHIUYN1H 
copy «llK« 
^Withouttj^M 
i. Blay, M.D. 
"Same Day Care... Witho t 
Mi ■ 
433-3889 
eOay Appt./ Walk-Ins Welcome 
ttfice Visit - $50.00 
Bn.- Fri 8am ■ 4pm 
^^ffliTLEBLUE HOUSE ON THE KM 
SUPER WAL-MART, RT.JJd| 
2323 GRACE CHAPEL KD., HARRISONBURG 
No insurance. Cash/Credit Card. Receipt to patient 
Let me be honest. I love cheese. There- 
fore any place that offers an entree con- 
sisting mostly of cheese. I am there. For- 
tunately in my home away from home. 
Harrisonburg, there's a restaurant that 
fulfills these needs: HI Charro. 
The atmosphere contains traditional 
Mexican flare. The walls are painted in 
vibrant colors with various textiles and 
trinkets hanging. There is typically a good 
CtOWd going on during the lunch and dinner 
time period. The restaurant offers a variety 
• t dishes including quesadillas. burritas 
and tacos. They also offer many vegetar- 
ian dishes as well. There's also a good mix 
of JMU students and Harrisonburg resi- 
dents 
My personal favorite combination 
diner has two cheese enchiladas with the 
refried beans and Spanish rice. It's a deli- 
cious blend of Mexican spices and flavors. 
II might he too much cheese for the aver- 
age human being, but not for me. 
The combination dinners are more 
than enough food and they also serve com- 
plimentary chips and salsa while you wait. 
FJ Charro also offers an assortment of mar- 
garitas and daiquiris. 
F.I Charro is a Mexican restaurant chain 
here in the Burg with two locations, 1570 
Fast Market Street and 1580 South Main 
Street. 
Spicy dishes served up 
8Y SHEUY NEEL 
I (eprWiki 
Spicy food isn't really my first choice, 
therefore I was hesitant during my first trip 
to Taste of Thai. However my fears were 
quickly put to the side when I discovered 
that the chefs are more than willing to al- 
ter the level of spiciness to your liking. This 
restaurant has quickly become one of my 
favorites in the 'Burg. 
Taste of Thai offers a variety of tradi- 
tional Thai entrees. Though the names 
might initially seem unpronounceable, 
go out on a limb and give it a try. For the 
vegetarians in the group tofu is offered in 
place of beef, chicken or pork. Prices range 
from $7 to $27. 
Taste of Thai has a classy atmosphere 
and is a great idea for date night or a night 
on the town vrith your nearest and dear- 
est. 
My personal favorite is the praram. It's 
a Thai peanut sauce that they cook up with 
your choice of protein or tofu as well as 
some vegetables. I don't order it with any 
spice, but I have heard positive things from 
those who do. 
Taste of Thai is located at 917 South 
High Street and is open seven days a week 
for lunch and dinner. 
Be sure to check out The Breeze 
every Monday and Thursday! 
ifarrisonhurg Tree vViCC 
'Baptist Church 
Worship at 11:00am 
ana 6:00pm 
Rev. Paul J.Collins 
61 IB West Market Street 
Email.vacollins5@yahoo.com 
Home Number: (540) 434-5734      Church Phone: (540) 433-8980 
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Local charm at 1/2 the price 
BY AARON STTWART 
3«ot; rdi-Q- 
L&S Diner: for the locals, this is the 
place. Busy every morning and packed on 
the weekends, L&S draws in the people of 
Harrisonburg like JMU students to ISA I 
hill at first snow. Located on the outskirts 
of downtown, L&S has the feel of a clas- 
sic '60s diner. The place is complete with 
simple, but delicious foods, good company 
and exceptional service. 
Open for breakfast, lunch and din- 
ner, you're bound to find a loyal group of 
patrons no matter the time of day. Head 
there for breakfast and you'll encounter 
the backbone of Harrisonburg, the farm- 
ers. Sirring at the counter, you'll overhear 
persona) crop reports, the great deals on 
new trucks and several different views on 
the changing weather. Not only do these 
locals come for the morning chat, they 
also show up for L&S s great food. The 
breakfast menu includes eggs, homefries. 
made-to-order breakfast sandwiches and 
everything you need to start your day oft* 
right. Don't come looking for your non- 
fat chai latte, though, you only have two 
choices here: regular or decaf. 
Lunch is when L&S hits its gastronom- 
ical stride. The diner starts to get busy 
again around 11:45 a.m., and the counter 
fills up quickly after that. What's everyone 
there for?  The fried chicken.  The staff 
doesn't have to push it, everyone knows 
it's the best in the Valley. As busy as the 
place gets, the service never falters. Each 
interaction with the waitress will end with 
her calling you "honey" or "dear," making 
you feel like one of the regulars. To top off 
the mouth-watering chicken, buy l milk 
shake, as they are the perfect combination 
of ingredients, unmatched by Brewster's, 
Coldstone or even McDonald's McFlur- 
ries. No matter how full the restaurant 
gets, nobody's in a rush, nor are they rush- 
ing you out. And since there's no hurry, 
order a slice of pie, L&S always has a few 
varieties on hand, homemade and deli- 
cious. 
Whether you're stopping in for a quick 
bite, or a full southern meal, L&S will sati- 
ate your craving. Try it once, and you just 
might become a regular. They come for 
the company but always stay for the food. 
Got something to say? 
breeieopinion@gmail.com 
Coffee, atmosphere and food 
BY KAUIGH MAHER 
newsdrtw 
I won't lie, I don't really drink coffee. 
But I love the smell of it, which is one of the 
reasons the Old Dominion Coffee Compa- 
ny (formerly the Daily Grind) is one of my 
favorite hang-outs in Harrisonburg. 
Located downtown in Court Square 
Old Dominion Coffee Company offers 
more than just gourmet coffee. Big win- 
dows look out on Court Square making it 
the perfect place to unwind, hang out with 
friends and people watch (a favorite past- 
time). And if you don't have company with 
you, their wireless internet allows you to 
get your work done and answer e-mails. 
For those who haven't solemnly sworn 
off caffeine like myself, Old Dominion 
Coffee Company has been voted "Best Cof- 
fee in the Valley." They have a wide range 
of specialty espresso drinks which smell 
delicious from the moment you waUt in 
the door, and while I personally haven't 
sampled them I've heard great things from 
some of my coffee connoisseur friends. Or, 
if like me you try to keep away from caf- 
feine, there are hot teas and hot cocoas 
and even fruit smoothies on the menu as 
well 
If you're looking for more than just a 
beverage Old Dominion Coffee Company 
sells a variety of tasty wraps, sandwiches, 
soups and salads, all reasonably priced be- 
tween S4 and $7. One of my personal fa 
vorites is the tomato and cheese sandwich 
on a wheat bagel. They also offer breakfast 
sandwiches, pastries, muffins, desserts 
bagels and croissants. 
Old Dominion Coffee Company also 
serves an assortment of hand-made, gour 
met Italian Gelato, all natural with no pre 
servatives or artificial flavors. 
Old Dominion Coffee Company is open 
every day from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.. There are 
two other locations under the name "Cool 
Beanz" located at 1651 East Market Street 
and in the Valley Mall. 
Little Caesars 
R£AD*r 
NOW ACCEPTING 
THE JACard!! 
$5 Large Cheese or Pepperoni Pizzas! 
All Day!   Every Day! 
No Need to Call Ahead! 
52 S. Carlton Street 
(across from Cloverleaf Shopping Center) 
438-8080 
TRY OUR 
DRIVE-THRU 
WINDOW! 
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Wings, games and good times 
BY ANNA YOUNG 
Buffalo Wild Wings Grill and Bar, or B- 
Dubs as the JMU community affectionate- 
ly calls it. is the place loeat. whether y m're 
grabbing a quick bite, or want a nice place 
toeal with friends or watch a sports game 
Harrisonburg has one of the 430 restau- 
rant locrtfau nationwide on South Main 
St it ross from the bottom of the Quad. 
B-Dubs is famous tor its world-class 
wings and signature sauces. From Sweet 
Barbecue to Blazin,' B-Dubs boasts 14 
unique sauces lo choose from. My personal 
favorites arc Carribean Jerk and Mango 
Habenero. B-dubs sauces are sure to sat- 
isfy even the pickiest tastebuds. with sig- 
nature dressings like Parmesan Garlic and 
Asian Zing, as well as classic sauces like 
Teriyaki. Mild. Medium and Hot. And what 
are wings without dipping sauces? You can 
choose from Ranch, Bleu Cheese. Honey 
Mustard and Southwest Ranch. 
The menu has a lot more to offer than 
just wings, however. From salads to sand- 
wiches, to burgers to ribs, B-dubs offers 
a great variety of delicious food. The res- 
taurant offers a great array of appetizers, 
my personal favorite being the bite-sized 
cheeseburgers. 
You can eat in or carry out. and the 
service is usually fast. From my carry-out 
experience, from the time I called in my 
order to the time I picked up my food, it 
took about 20 minutes - and that included 
driving there. 
B-dubs provides a pleasant casual-din- 
ing atmosphere. The restaurant is split in 
two. having a bar on one side and place 
to sit down and eat on the other. The bar 
-nil is .1 lively, welcoming area that's al- 
nnisl llwayi tilled with people, regardless 
of the time of day. The restaurant 
both booths and tables where von can en- 
joy a nice sit-down meal with family and 
friends. In each area, there Is one giant TV 
-iriTii iiMuIk protecting ,1 sports game. 
From the ceilings hang several TVs where 
other channels play, so you can watch oth- 
er games, the news, and other TV shows 
B-dubs is a Wi-Fi hotspot, so even if 
you're crunched for a quick lunch between 
classes to work on last-minute homework, 
you can go still stop in for a bit. If you plan 
to stick around for awhile, you can ask ram 
waiter for a PlayMaker, and play a trivia 
game on one of the many TV screens. Play 
with tablemates, or random people to an- 
swer miscellaneous, multiple-choice ques- 
tions. 
I  
Read The Breeze... 
We promise you'll like it! 
SAJGON CAPS 
Monday ■ Saturday 11:30 a.m. ■ 9M0 p.m. 
Lunch Buffet: Monday ■ Friddy lliOa.HL- 2:30 p.m. 
New Exciting Vegetarian Dishes!! 
Noodle Soups 
Pho 
Vegetarian Dishes 
Fresh Seafood 
House Chargrille Special gf 
and More 
Beer Wine 
Antique Mall; Rolling Hills snapping Center 
787 f. Market St. (Across from sheet?) fcM 
HarrisonbmMmu^     NH-4J4-5750 
Buffalo Wild Winjt ii a fovarile location ftf ttudtnh, locutty and Homsonkurg Iwoh. 
Check out the next supplement, coming your way Dec. 6,2007 
18 Hole Championship ^^ Dri\ ins Range 
t\\ Golf Course  _JH^ 
"^^ m^p^ Pro Shop 
Heritage Oaks instruction 
GOLF       COURSE 
Homecoming Special 
Bring this Ad in and Save!!!! 
18 Holes with Cart for $25/Player ** 
"Range Balls-Buy One Large Bucket 
Get One Free" 
»i 
The Coupon Required for Specials 
Expires NoGOM 
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Short on time? Shop Qdoba 
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6YWTTMCG0VHH 
mil spwhe*»« 
If you like spicy food, it's hard to go 
wrong with Mexican cuisine. There are 
plenty of options for sit-down Mexican 
dining, and most venues offer the bonus of 
tree chips and salsa. However, if you're in a 
rush, Qdoba offers an easy way to save time 
order your food in an assembly line fashion, 
it made right in front of you. 
You can choose between burritos, i.u-os. 
lids, nachos, or quesadillas. Veg- 
etarian options are available, ami a variety 
"f sauces and salsas ensure that "vegetar- 
ian" does not translate to "tlavurl- 
It you order a burritu. the first thing 
vou'II see is your burrito heating up on a 
grill. After that, an employee will scoop 
lice into the burrito. and add your choiM 
"I either black beans or pinto beans. Then 
comes the good stuff: choose between 
chicken and steak. 
If you are a vegetarian, skip the meal 
and load up on salsas. Poblano pesto, ancho 
ehili BBQ, ranchera. guacamole, 3-cheese 
qucso - and those are just the sauces. 
There are five different salsas: pico de gallo. 
roasted chile corn, salsa verde, salsa roja, 
and fiery habanero. If none of those can sat- 
isfy- your palate, then you should probably 
be eating at a five-star restaurant. 
The five burrito varieties provide plenty 
of ways to experiment with Qdoba's sauces 
and salsas, and they arc all worth trying. If 
you choose a quesadilla instead, it will be 
either cheese, chicken, or steak. The chick- 
en and steak varieties have everything that 
comes with a cheese quesadilla. but with 
pom choice of meat. Load your ques.idill.i 
with lots of pico de gallo or focus on the 
cheese; tt'fl your call. 
Order tacos or taco salads and the same 
options are available to you. The taco salad 
: toy tortilla bowl filled with romaine 
lettuce, black bean corn salsa, picante ranch 
dressing, sour cream and your choice of 
salsa The nachos -1 rt■ served with 3-CMan 
queso, beans, sour cream and salsa. 
While Qdoba makes food ready to go, 
if you can't hold yourself back, sit down 
and enjoy. Catch up on the latest DSM with 
CNN. which is always playing on the tele- 
vision. Qdoba is located in the Wal-Mart 
shopping center off of Reservoir St., at 223 
Burgess Kn.id 
Like to write? 
Like to talk to people? 
Like to organize? 
Like to see your name in print? 
Know the difference between who and whom? 
(Just kidding, we can teach you that) 
Write for The Breeze. 
We promise you won't regret it. 
|nn & Restaurant 
Lodging • >\ward Winning C.uisine 
(Critical Acclaim from the New Yorlc Times, 
Southern L'ving, and T"he pood |\|etworlc 
Light- I imc \V|mier of the . 
\f\ir\r Spectator ' Award of Excellence 
[ ocalltj Cjrown I roduce • Naturally Raised M<"-'t-"> 
House-Made f^reads, | asta, and pastries 
MM* 
Own^d and Operated bt| JM(J Al'jn>n" 
I     ei I [ours I uesdau through Saturday 
Re* 
+ I 2 ,3outri N^ain 3trcet, Marrisonbur 
5+0.+}-J-.-M-c<4- • 888.l°+.5$fc 
www.|i>>nii.iwilton > Offl 
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MlBlUWlllfTW^iWNlllOFOflW 
The Artful Dodger: Voodoo on the Bayou with DJ Mix Master Mike 
Downtown Harrisonburg, 212 South Main Street: "Haunted Harrisonburg" Downtown Guided Fall Walking Tour 
Downtown Harrisonburg, Court Square: Halloween on \he Square 
plBMKlllEMF^lFkliKR 
The Pub: Halloween Party featuring Nathan Neff and Torque 
The Artful Dodger: Trick or Treat Midnight Martini Madness 
Rocktown Grill: Halloween Party 
siRPAY H&Uifl (IF \mm 
The Artful Dodger: Saints and Sinners with DJ Fason 
Brin g Nature's Beauty Home 
a. 
Home accents handcrafted from    w> 
clay, bamboo, fiber and shell 
J»$« 731 Ml f linliHi Pile L£ Harnsonburji, VA 
^J        54IW3UXWI 
rM nuuwdvMgn      fino^r 
mfactttmlnlm »wr 
tevkMk. MiMa 
mfMrnwiM! 
3 miles 
north "I urn pus! 
Mon-SaeWkVOII 
PRESBYTERIAN     CHURCH      IN     AMERICA 
Sunday Morning Worship 
564 Mosbv Road 
1st Service: 8:30-9:45 a.m. 
Sunday School: 10:00-11:00 a.m. 
2nd Service: 11:15 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
Alianza (Spanish Service): 11:15 a.m. -12:30 p.m 
Gfac & CareerContact Pastor Joe Slater 
Please join us for College & Career Fellowship (CCF), a ministry for 
college students and tlir collcgc-agcd lo make. Irain.and send kingdom 
disciples in worship, mission, and disciple -ship. 
joeiffcov-pres.org       540-433-3051 www.cov-presiorg 
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Searching 
For The 
Perfect Place 
To Live? 
www.OffCampusHousing.com 
We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing 
Hunters Ridge Townhomes 
Hunters Ridge Condos 
Devon Lane Townhomes 
Mountain View Heights 
Madison Manor 
Madison Square 
Madison Terrace 
COLDWELL 
BANKER 
COMMERCIAL 
FUNKHOUSER 
REALTORS" 
Madison Gardens 
Duke Gardens 
Campbell Court Apartments 
Country Club Court 
College Station 
Large Selection of Homes 
Large Selection of Townhomes 
434-5150 
715 Port Republic Road     ^ 
Hamsonburg. VA ---I 
The Lamppost College Ministry 
Meets Wednesdays at 6:36 
C ■ ill   ^ I PP A\ ilil 
Loving God, Following Jesus, 
Serving Others, Changing the World 
www.gcch.org 
3337EmmausRd   (540)433-9244 
NMSMtyMi 
As At tomoorotuie finally begins to drop mi At leows start It dmgo, it's a gioat timo to sit bod 
MO1 Mjoy *• scowy n *• Onto1. 
THe Bteeze is HiRiNG! 
SPeCiaLtY saLesPeftsoN 
- CoMMissioN oppoRtuNities! 
- GReat eXPeRieNCe! 
- 20 HRs/weeK! 
APPLY ONLiNe at JOBl'M. JMU.eDU 
OR Can. 540-568-6127 FOR 
MoRe iNFORMatiON 
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US21 & PM®B TO MfB? 
?LASS i®!7& classified A© TOMJS 
Unique Nails 243 Naff Am 
540.442.BB83 
Manicur* & Psdlcur* 
•se 
w/ Whirlpool rub Free French 
w/ Full Set 
91 3 Plllll   Prucm  CoipOl 
The Largest Nails Salon  in Town  
Manicure - $10 Pink 4 White $35       Waxing - $5 4 Up 
Pedicure    - $20      Pink 4 White Fill $25 (Call for List) 
(MOMS V»__^  SAME DAY SERVICE! 
VERY STUDENT 
FRIENDLY 
State Inspection < 
Oil Change & Maintenance Services ( 
Steering Suspension < 
Tune Ups, Alignment and Tires ( 
i,m,,MhBivd        "" appointments ri, 
- from 'lhcOutl> 
MOD    In 6pm 
m   <Pm (540)432-6623 
7 Things to do in and around 
the 'Burg on a fall day 
IYSHEUYNEEI 
copy tditor 
We're fortunate here in the Shenan- 
doah Valley to be sorrounded by such 
gorgeous scenery. So it only naturally 
follows that there is a multitude of ex- 
citing things to do during the season of 
autumn. 
1. Walk through the Edith J. Carrier 
Arborertutn: An obvious choice for those 
living on campus, but those off should 
be sure not to forget about this glorious 
place at JMU. Now with the addition of 
the bike trail there is even more to do 
and experience. 
2. Check out Purccll Park: As featured 
in this supplement on page K. this is an- 
other great place outdoors to enjoy this 
crisp fall weather. Purcell is a good place 
to study, procrastinate, or simply relax. 
3. Take a drive on Skyline Drive or 
the Blue Ridge Parkway: Want to venture 
out of the Burg? Just take a short drive 
to either the Skyline Drive or Blue Ridge 
Parkway. Both offer scenic views of the 
mountains and valley. Check out tuuru*. 
njN'.i;nr/snen or www.blueridgepark- 
way.org/ for more information. 
Where every purchase is a 
gift to the world 
www.gjftandthrift.org 
731 Mt. Cknton P*e. MarroonUurg. VA 22802 
From JMU dnvt wth on rt 42 turn Ml 
onMt Clinton Pik* 
4. Increase your IQ by going to the 
Green Valley Bookfair: The Green Valley 
Bookfair is a discount book outlet that is 
open multiple times throughout the year. 
It's located right down Interstate 81. The 
bookfair will be open again from Nov. 23 
to Dec. 9. For more information see their 
Web site www.gvbooltfair.com/. 
5- Take a Downtown Harrisonburg 
walking tour: The Harrisonburg Down- 
town Renaissance offers walking tour bro- 
chures for $1. This self-guided tour high- 
lights all of the historical buildings in the 
Downtown area. Brochures are available 
at the Hardest)' Higgins House, located at 
212 South Main Street in Harrisonburg. 
6. Go explore the local caverns: There 
arc three different caverns around the 
Harrisonburg area. Take off an afternoon 
and explore these natural wonders. The 
three caverns are Endless Caverns, l-uray 
Caverns and Shenandoah Caverns. Check 
out their Web sites for more information: 
endlesscaverns.com, luraycaverns.com 
or shenandoahcaverns.com 
7. Homework: That's right, I said 
it, when all else fails, just walk onto the 
Quad, find a shady spot and study away. 
After all, that's what we're here for. 
Little Grill Collective 
621 North Main Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22802 
J594 
* 
Breakfast, I Dnch>and Dinner 
* 
Large Vegetarian and Vegan Menu 
rhursda) Open Staged 8:30 pra 
-« 
Local Meanti and Produce 
■A. 
Weekend Entertainment   i heck 
I 'in Our Website for Events! 
HOI RS; 
lues I n 
"pm 
Sat unlay 
7am 3pm 
Sunday 
9am 2pm 1 
WWW.Iittleerill.-nll«tiw 
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Sudoku 
1 5 4 
2 7 1 
9 3 
2 8 
7 9 6 
3 5 
3 2 
1 3 6 
2 8 7 
Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1,2,3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and 
each of the three-by-three squares, each number 
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way 
to fill in the grid. 
Difficulty: * * * # # 
O 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman brainfreezepuzzles.com 
10% OFF Shoes and Apparel 
The Runner's Corner 
has moved to 125 W. Water St., Harrlsonburg 
• Bonk- Come See Our tixpanded Selection 
.A <>t Runner's Apparel. Shoes, Nike Timing and 
_'HE- Polar SI 50 Watches Plus Runners Accessories 
£<han The 0ne ^top Runner's ShoP 
unw 540-433-6323 
^"^ HOURS: M/W/F 10:00-5:30: T/Th 1000-6:00; Sat. 10:00400 
Winter : fit n tacg: 
- pote Oum   5 & IO Week. 
" exotic Cl&uei 5 & io Week. 
~ Lap dance work*hop» 
Details online or call!! 
§hergold Studio 
2 Sth Main St., Ste 507 (5* Roor) 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
5404341008 
www.efitdance.com 
(Check Newsflash Page) 
instructors a efltdance.com 
540-438-8800 
(/ 
Various apartments, townhouses and houses. 
Group or Individual leases... YOU choose! 
www.rinerrentBls.com 
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The Choice is Yours 
Choose Your View. 
With the time it takes to drive elsewhere, 
you could be in the sky. 
i    ' 
More Convenient than other Airports 
Free Parking 
Friendly Customer Service 
Shuttle Service 
540.234.8304 
www.flyshd.com 
New and Improved Schedule 
Daily Flights to Dulles 
Fare Specialist 
f- 
SHENANDOAH     VALLEY     A 
"No place so close, can take you so far." 
,i   -     —  L    . 
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